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New fla' s .now found in DCIO s 
f . , ; 
' : , : 
WASHINGTON (AP)'  " of "meffeetive and Farrarsaid the maintenance pylon, the assembly that spections that turned up 
The ,Federal Aviation Ad- - improper maintenance and' report would have no im: attaches the engine to the these cracks," Farrar said. 
. ministratlo~ said Tuesday i t  i.nspection practices"'by" the mediate ffect ~n returning wing . . . . .  One crack was discovered 
willkeepU.S..registeredDC, mrlines. " DC.10s to the 'air, but he Farrar said invesUgaturs 'in a United DC-10 at Newark, 
. 10s grounded while 'it in. Carriers using DC-1Os indicated the metal cracks are tr~ing to •determine N.J., and two'other cracks 
:vestigates new cracks found often substituted main- problem might delay lifting whether the cracks are were found Tuesday, ene in 
on three of.the jetliners, tonance Pr9cedures without the grounding ordered June 6 symptoms of more serious each of t~vo Trans In- 
' The ag'e~cy also issued a informing the • •plane's .by FAA Administrator • problems with the plane - ternational DC-10s, in 
• report shying, its in- manuta.emrer ~. or guy- . tmnghorne Bond. ~ ' "So far only 30 of the'138 Oakland, Calif. 
vestlgatlon of the DC:I0 ernment regmamrs.. Farrar sand the cracks;are (U.S.:registered) DC-10s .In other developments: 
unc0vered numerous In- FAA spokesman F/'ed in'a non-erltiealarea of the have been subject to in. --Administrative Law 
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Judge Willhm Fowler of the 
National Transportation 
Safety Board dismissed the 
FAA's grounding order June 
6, carried out by with- 
drawing the planes' type 
certificate or certificate to 
fly. 
--The U.S. Court of Ap- 
peals here overturned a
lower court order that would 
Wednesday ,  Ju ly  I I ,  1979 ' 
have allowed afederal judge said both the company an~i 
to decide whether the DC.1Os the FAA agreed that the 
should fly. The appeals court problems "that caused the . 
threw out a U.S. District original grounding have 
Court requirement that the be~n corrected. 
FAA give.24 hours' notice Those deficiencies i~. 
before returning the DC-1Os volved the pylon deMgn and 
to the air. the sla't system. 'Slats on the 
Fowler ruled in favor of front edge of the wings 
the plane's manufacturer, provide xtra lift for a plane 
McDonnell Douglas, and on takeoffs. .! 
r" ,, 
RUPERT STEEL & 
• SALV46E LTD. 
Seal Cove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batlerie,, o to. Call us. We are 
~en,Mon. through Sat., 8 a.m..6 p.m,l 
 Fwohurt . :.~. ~. ... :.,, ! 
Unemployment figures show. drop 
but some. areas are .still hard hit ' 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The Fairburn, a spokesman for 'Government officials say Canada's unemployment previously remained at 
number of persons seeking the student organization, it is difficult to create jobs rate because so many young home now are joining the 
work in June dipped to its said in a statement, quickly enough to reduce persons and women who workforce. lowest level in eight months, 
b"' 'e'' '°°"*' °' Sky  | ab is due today 
unemployment persisted to 
troubl  tbe new federal 
government. 
Statistics Canada's figures 
released Tuesday showed 
798,000 Canadians were WASHIN(~TON (AP) --. alLthe, way into the Indies 
unable to find jobs last .Skylab's long career as a Ocean, 
month; the first time the U.S. space laboratory in The 10-hour prediction 
total hasfanlenbelow 800:000 earth orbit and then as a period embraces nearly 
since last October. The sea- space derelict comes to a seven orbits, all  of them 
sofi~.!iy adjusted rate shattering end today, its passing overNorthAmer|ca 
dropped to 7.5 per cent, its remains destined to plunge *at some .point. On those 
lowest level.since 1976. nearly unobserved into the seven orbiis, Skylab als0.will 
But the unemployment briny deep of the South At. pass over South America, 
rate in'Newfoundland isntic*. Africa and Australia, el-" 
remained at twice the "We'd like to see those fectivelyellmlnatingtherest 
national average, with 15.5 predictions stay,'.' _ said of the world from any danger 
per cent of'.the province's Richard Smith, henoef the Of falling debris, Smith said. 
w6rkforcejoblesa. Skylab task force as he ' 
Young persou~ continued talked about a final orbit that If the mid-point orbit turns 
to hard hit. Among 'tob- would take Skylttb and its out to be the one in which 
seekers15 to24years ofage, debris only over water. Skylab falls, • the space 
12.4 per• cent could not find The North American Air station would begin burning 
work. Defense C6mmand, which somewhere over the Pacific 
The National Union of Stu. tracks the 77½.ton hulk on its or the "nbtthwestem United 
dents said .many of its '16• daily trips around the States and Canada. 
members will not be able to earth, i said Tuesday that 
return to school in the fall Sky]abwill fall between 7:02 But it will be daylight in 
unless their employment a.m: and 5:02 p.m. EDT. the Western Hemisphere and 
prospocta improve• quickly. I f  Skylab,. which was the flaming satellite will not 
"The effect of high sum- launched in 1973, crashes at be visible. 
me r unemployment, corn- the mid-point of that Smith said that if the pre- 
bined with higher tultion fees prediction it would splush dlctod time frame is ac. 
inalmosteveryprovinceand into the Atlantic near the curate the splashdown would 
.inadequate student aid Equator off Africa's Ivory be"atregularbaakinghours. 
schemes willbe seen in the Coast: Its ,debris would . ff We're•lucky" 
form • of emtpy classroom scatter from that 'point 
seats this fall," Brett forward, the heaviest going Twenty'.four hours before 
, the predicted splashdown 
time Skylab was in orbiting 
RAPE CHARGES ,, about  171 kilometres. Thai'an drop of more than 16 
' kilometres in 24 hours, 
THROWN OUT 
Four  men jointly accused of  rape were 
discharged at the end of a preliminary hearing in 
Kitlmat Provincial Cour t  Thursday. 
The men were appearing jointly on ten counts 
which included rape and other sexual offences. 
Judge E.L. Anderson, however, decided the 
case should not go to trial. 
The judge gave no reason for his decision. He 
simply cited section 475 of the criminal code 
which describes the right of a judge to dismiss a 
preliminary hearing. 
Crown Counsel Tom Bishop said Friday that no 
decision has been made whether to appeal the 
t judge S decision. 
Euroean is 
in operat ion  
by Ann Duasmnir 
Picket lines are down' at 
~itimat's Eurocan pulp mill. 
~trildng members of the 
~anadian Paper Workers 
LJnion, Local' 298, voted 
tuesday to accept he pulp 
md paper industry's fisal 
bffer and return to work. 
The vote, by secret ballot 
eeulted in a 70 per cent resign as soon as the union signs the new contract'with 
naJority in favour of ac- Eurocan. 
epting the comlulny's offer. Resigning executives include the Vice-president Picket lines were removed 
a time for the 3 p.m. at- Gordon Teichman. 
ernoon shift and ihe pulp Wright refused to give any reason for  the 
is back in production, resignatl6~, blaming internal problems in the union. 
The agreement provides However, Teichman's resignation appears to be the 
)r a 90 cent per hour raise result of a mid-night visit to his home Sunday by 26 
ffective July 1,1979 and a 90 members who wanted a special meeting called on 
eat per hour or 9.5 per cent Monday, July 9. 
~crease (whichever is 
rearer) in the second year The members were dissatisfied with the way the 
[ the two year pe~isd. ' executive conducted an earlier meeting Friday during 
A definition of the term which a secret ballot was taken and then destroyed 
Twp. people, ar~ !n hosp!~! todky after thh ear  went Harrison, both of r'--I~a*~ were admP t~-~:-: '--- . . . . .  ~y  w.°rkef'- and.a c catpf without being counted 
...... overmneml~ . . . . . . . . . . .  , • • ., - ~ ....... ~,~. ,.-. • , .~-~,.. . , .~a.,~ " . u..,~:nm~pJm; n cmtt~eii~ sa tb  ' ~ " • " .  , ' : • . .... ~~[~. . l~h i_bow S~mmlt on.Wgh. • with h . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + ...... , . ..... t~gh y .. ~!Ie .Fi'~da .ba . on er . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  ead. and:~e~k4nJndes, b , rec  , . -~29e . . . : .  ..... . Y> . J !o te  e nedwhetheroor ,  o lcket wayleWestMottdtt mornln Hos  . . . . . . .  . . ~ .g  ." ~ l l~ ly . . ,h i  . . . .  _ ,a ren~eluded i~ .... , ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ., ..,,~.~,P. ...... 
. . . . . .  Y !  . : g. _ pltal spokesman I satisfactory condition. . .' '. ": the qreement. ~upJulyabytheumdnshouldbe~moved. = 
rnnce  Kupen sale James ;sappier and  Debra . ' : '.:J , ; Pho'obv"Ore0M;~meon .Eu.rocan's : industrial , ' ' 
,' • . . relations manager 8tan 
TWO FACING company is pleased the union has accepted the 
cont ract  and  p icket  l ines  a re  ROBBERY CHARGE d wn; 
. " Fritter said the company 
has come to an agreement Two Terrace men, Ray Jackson Sparks and 
with the local union over Wayne Cyril Benson, are each scheduled to 
scheduling of shifts-a local appear in Terrace provincial court Oct. 30 for a 
issue., preliminary hearing on charges of robbery and 
• "The agreement we have •theft with violence, after they appeared it cbm't come to with the local union 
should give labour stability together Monday. 
during the term of this Judge H.D. Boyle remanded Remon in custody 
collective • agreement,", until the trial date, after the court was told by 
Fritter said. Crown counsel Tom Bishop that several other 
"The company has agreed charges against Benson were pending. 
to maintain present shift Boyle allowed Sparks released on the con- 
schedules for the next two ditions that a $1,000 surety be posted; that years." 
~ ' ~ ' ' = " - - ' - -  I ~ift changes imposed by Sparks report daily to RCMP while in Terrace; 
Y O U T H  G UIL T Y  ~e company in January 1979 that he attend alcohol counselling and stay away 
• resulted in a refusal to work ~from all liqupr outlets in the  area. OF BREAKINS overtime by some union The court was told the robbery and theft 
• members, charges arose following an incident July 4. The company appealed to 
B.C. labour relations board 
which ruled Feb. 4 ihat the " ' : 
summer shifts should be ( arter has decided : reinstated for a cooling-off a 
period of four weeks. 
• Shift schadules have beez) 
unchanged sineetheruling to keep the controls i 
end will now remain in force ' 
A TerraCe youth faces sentencing on three 
counts of break, and enter following his ap- 
pearance in Terrace provincial court Tuesday 
before Judge H.D. Boyle. 
The court was told.by police witnesses called 
by Crown counsel Tom Bishop that One charge 
had been laid against Brian Digard 18, after his 
fingerprints were found by police investigating a 
break-in at a house located at 4806 Hamer on Oct. 
14, 1978. 
Audrey Morhouse, resident at the house, 
testified she found a brokefi window after 
discovering her purse was missing and called 
RCMP. 
RCMP officer Richard Lynch, a member of the 
• identification section, testified he matched 
prints taken from the window with prints of 
Dignard's on file. 
Boyle found Dignard guilty as charged, and 
stated "if I 'm not to accept he Crown's case, I
have to be given a reason." 
Dignard later pleaded guilty to charges of 
reaking and entering into Emco Ltd. and into 
rrace" International Truck and Equipment 
Ltd. on Sept. 12, 1978. Boyle ordered sentence put 
over until July 13, pending apre-sentence r port. 
N I O N  " ::. . ,: "i .; : i ::. 
• RESIGNING, 
Four officials of the ll-member Canadian Paper. 
Workers Union, Local 299, have resigned and Randy : 
Wright, president of the union, said Tuesday he will 
l during the life of the WASHINGTON (AP) -- flatlon and the probable !
agreement. President Carter has recession. : 
decided not to lift govern. Hyd ment price controls on Lifting federal regulati°ns" 
B .C .  ro  gasoline and says it is too on gasoline prices would ! 
soon to consider using tax "drain several tens of:" 
on the  b lock  cuts to counter the an- hilUoas of dollars frem me 
tieipated recession, the chief economy" and increase 
retail gasoline prices to presidential spokesman said between $1.10 and $1.90 a VICTORIA (CP) -- The Tu ay. 
British Columbia govern. Jedy Poweli said lifting U.S. gallon, Poweli sand. memt . la Studying the 
tsaanbility of breaking up controls on gasoline prices He also said there has been 
B.C. Hydro and Powei ~ would do more to spur in- general agreement among 
Authority into several flatlen, boost unemployment hose at the meeting that it is 
companies as recommended and damage the eeenomy too soon to consider federal 
by the committee on Crown than almost anything else actions to counter the ex; 
corporations. Carter could do to deal with 
energy problems, pected recession. 
Dividing Hydro into Carter and three cabinet It might take several 
autonomous subsidiary members held a meeting at months before the nature of 
companies could be Camp David, Md., with buM- the recession becomes clear 
beneficial to taxpayers, nessmen, union leaders, enough for the. ad. 
Energey Minister Jim economists and investment ministration to decide what 
Hewitt said Tuesday. bankers and discussed in. action to take, Powell' said,. 
BLEW FIVE TIMES LIMIT 
Terrace man told he lucky 
A Terrace man was told he was lucky to be alive given a breathalyzer test after he Was spotted by taken to the RCMP detachment office, Arndt stated, 
after he appeared before Judge H.D. Boyle in Terrace RCMP asleep behind the wheel of a car which was where he blew .42 on another breathalyzer' test .  
provincial court Tuesday on two counts of impaired parked touching the fender of another car at the The court was told Viveiros was again ' taken to  
driving, with results from separate breathalyzer tests Skecna Mall parking lot on June 15. hospital and later released. 
showing him to have a blood alcohol evel nearly five ' Arndt stated Viveiros was examined in hospital then "It's astonishing you're alive," said Boyle. 
times the legal Hmit both times, released but was ~rosted again the next day by police Boyle ordered Viveires to pay a $300 fine on the first 
The cour't was told by Crown counsel Jeff Arndt that after a car he was driving hit a power pole, reversed, charge and suspended sentence with a six-month term 
Daniel Viveires, 46, registered .39 and .41 when he was and then entered a parking lot. Viveiros was again of probation* on the second charge. 
/ • 
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clear streets NEWS IN BRIEF Strike ends police 9 
BATHURST, N.B. -- Mo- The policemen then began ~nsed amage stimated in buildup of the situation. Union of Public Employees dragracera spea arouna ~e 
manta after negotiators for returning to work, ending a thousands of dollars. Eachnightit'sgot worse, but Local 550, representing the circle burning tires while. • • 
striking pc!icemen signed a strtketbatheganaweekago. Gary Tower, president of last nlght he pollee wouldn't 87 ot;tslda workers and Local hugecrowdsof .. . MONTREAL (CP) -- As- million documents to the 
three-year  contract ,  City Hall had to be the downtown business come out so we expect it will 1497, representidg the 26 pc- predominantly young people basics Corp, would lose at government• after its more 
policemen donned riot gear evacuated Tuesday because association, said get ~vorse tonight." licemen, said they bad of- applauded their antics, least $3,630,000 If 1he assets than $100 million in Quebec 
and broke up rioting crowds of a bomb threat. The civic storeowners were planning Michael  Ga l lagher ,  fared the city a new set- of. the company we/'e assets were tr/u~sferred •to 
here early this morning, employees returned to the to post extra personnel in the secretarymanager of the tlemant proPOsal. P l g  illegally expropriated bythe the government: he sa!.d. 
stores overnight. . local chamber of commerce, "Our views have changed a He.  Quebec government, a McCammon was tesutying 
Chief union negotiator and building after the scare the local Canadian Union of turned out to be a hoax. "Over the weekend, Said the province and the and we want to get back to senioi' corporate; officer at a Quebec Superior Court 
city should declare an work," said Blair Boucher, lndieatedTuesday., hearing at'which company 1 
Public Employees In the downtown section, everyone kept cool but after tO  d representative announced storeowners met to plan the rampage last (Monday) emergency immediately and chelrman of the' police __U l l  George McCammou, vice- lawyers are trying to prove 
bringin the RCMP to restore negotiating team said. president for finance, that expropriation would 
jointly the strike was over strategy to protect their night, everyone got riled order. / • "We want to get back to testified that most of the harm Asbestos.Corp. 
with the signing of a new businesses against drunken up," Tower said. The RCMP cannot be work because the people of PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) -- • A 12-year-old girl has  money would be spent/.to The company is trying to 
thrne-year contract, vandals who have already "We're worried about the legally summoned until a this city have been subjected beenhsent to hospital in change the trademark ofthe stop a government t~.cover 
wv~- -~ state of emergency is to vandalism and all kinds of Lakevlew, Ore., with company and transfer'the until the ceurto have flmoneu 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  declared:. But Mayor John antics." bubonic plague, the stats head office'from Montreal to dealing with a separate case D I SCOU HT D.,,,.o..,--  O.serious the situation has to" contractB°ucherexpSnirdedth~eP°l~leeu . .. , healthdivislonualdTueeday. Thetford Mlnes/Que.,where. in which the company is 
be before the province Steps 1978, and the mayorana c~y Officials said the girl, who .the main mine of'the com- challenging the : con- has been in hospital since pany is located, stitutionality of the new. ex- 
in to help. councu nave naa since men Another cost.Would arlee propriation law in Queboc. 
C S LE The mayorsald heis angry to nagottate a new two-year June30, is responding well t° from arequirement that the " The government said FRBRI at the proviace for not taking agreement, treatment, eompanyprovide copies of earlier it would not ex. 
decisive action to help settle So far vandalism has been Health officials said • the some of approximately 10 .proprlats the company. 
the contrac( dispute and confined to a three-block source of the disease haan't 
control the violence, area of the city's main street been determined but that he . king in At a news conference and particularly to a traffic girl said she. had handled Advertised attack lac 
Tuesday  a f te rnoon,  circle, baby jack rabbits prior to . 
In the last two. ni.gh~, becoming ill. . is an unofficial visit with' TERRACE negotiators for Canadian . ' MANAGUA (AP) -- The 
' ' " ~ rebel radio announced a new Semosa.'Both are considered PEI Tories ,~ , , . , ,~ ,  .i guerrilla assault on Semozasupportsrs, LAKI:I at thoTI:LSEH , , ,  v , . , .  i , MalVlgua to Oust President InCosta Rlcd, the govern- qt~ ~. /V  Jt I Anastasl  "Somosa but , mentaskedtheUnit~.Sta!es 
~/" t  ~£ ' I  I reporters found no evidence to withdraw a two.nellCopter 
J ~-~ J ~4:.q~ [ of the attack hours after it U.S, Air Force eva~:uat!.ou 
U ~- J .g~J  .1. was-ochedtlled to begin, team on standby ncar.tne THURSDAY, JULY 12 get stingy [ Two U.S congres,men Nicaragua border. The'u.~. tYl ./-I • I arrived In Maeagua from amb ss dorat-large met 
. . . . . . .  | Miami, Fla., for what a with three Nicaraguan rebel 
1 0  a m  to 6 pm --servativeCHARLOTTETOWN (CP)ThenewProgre,lVegovernmentCOn..M 'sp nding under authority Ofa .As in te , ima result,supply bill.the new BEER i gnvernmentspakesma0sald junta membersln San J°se. • 
Prince Edward Island gnvernment felt it.had, to SEARCHI RCMPmanaged themandate  
The Remnant Barrel travelling store from brought down a "budget of ' niove quickly to avoto wnat 
Kelowna. Fabr ics  by the bolt and by remnants  of necessity" Tuesday night, it saw as serious distortions TheEDMONTONiAlberta (CP)Liquor-- OTTAWA (CP) - -  .The of United States president 
cautioning that it Intends to in priorities and a threat o. RCMP security service was Richard Nixon in mid-1974. 
all types and sizes, be stingy with "the public reasonable control of ex-' Control Board is on a purse, penditures, great bear search largely responsible for the Dare said that "events OC- SUPER PRICES Thebudgetwasthefirstby ,'This budget of necessity although though there's inundate given it by the eurring after Watsrgate," • feder l cabinet in March, q estions beingr ised about 
been alight brcak in a 1W5,MichaelDare, dlreetor- security services In the U.S. a Conservative govern, meat proposed very little that is PER F[qBRICS inP.E.l.inl3years/ThePCs nsw, very little that gses strike.lockout that has "general of the service, and meetings with In- 
S U ousted the incumbent beyond essentials,'" Mac-. virtually stopped beer • testified today. 'ternational colleagues led 
Liberals in an April general FLail said. "That, tou~ is an production in the. "The initiative for seeking him to seek a mandate. 
election, inheritance for it is not province. 
Come in Thursday at 10am for some super door In his budget address~ Fi. possible to change course General manager Joe a mandate was generated crashers, nance Minister Lloyd overnight." Forgione said Tuesday eqtircly within the security However, he indicated in 
V,'1~~hdr DRY v  r i.v! Conservatives took offlce in it normMly takes six mouths seeking supplies for Dare,told a" royal .com-securRyservicestlllisun- 
April, the previous ad- to prepare a budget, he was Albertans, who consume wrongdoing.mission inquiry into RCMP expectsSure whatof it.the government 
,.,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ministration was already forced to acccopt much of about 800,000 ~ases of Securltyservice interest in Dare said he hopes the 
what the previous Liberal bottled beer.a week. i government had • planned to Forgione said the.first: getting formal directions royal commission 
• of one million .cases of from cabinet was generated establishes what the 
do in its budget before its ' by' the W,atergats affair government "needs by way .United States beer or- was defeated, dared by the liquor board which led to the resignation of intelligence." 
WEDNESDAY 5 p.m, to midnight MacPhail also complained is on its way to.outlets in . " about what he termed ex- 0"  
cessive government rhetoric the province. Orders for 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~ EurOpean beer have also e less gas application 
in the past about he need for been stepped up but it 
restraint and what he saw as takes six to eight Weeks OTTAWA (CP) --  One of for a share of tha twotrtilion 
2 KING 3 C FTK 4 BCTV 9 K CT$ alack of positive measures (NBC) (COO) (CTV) • (PBS) to implement it. ' for a consignment to the companies that had cubic feetof surplus natural 
. . . . .  . '~he budSet, he brought arrive. " " ,appl!ed to exportnatural gas gas ,  that  the'~ federal 
~ ~ ~ ~ dow'h"~ruesday " cohtained Checks" : ..... "are' ":also.':' "being"/! to the. United States in the reguiatory hgendy:sald W~s 
51~ Make Me Mod That's Mister provisions for cui'rent and made to find independent 1980s sald Tuesday that it available for export. 
'Laugh! Squad Hollywood ' Rogers capital expenditures of breweries outside the was withdrawing, leaving 10 The natural gas industry 
News Hourglass 'Winsday Electric $292,434,900 from current province which may he applications, has applied to expert about ICG Transmission Ltd. five ttmes that amount and is 145 Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Company revenues of $267,143,700. able to help. • said at the beginning of trying to convince the board 
~ ~ ~ ~ It forecast a current ac- 
. " b i i  A !~ Cont'd Wednesday News count surplus of $140,300. Some pressure was hearings by the National to increase its estimate of 
Cont'd Night " Hour See That fact could raise a few taken off the liquor ~o~d Energy Board that rising the surplus. 
Cont'd Movie Cont'd Dick eyebrows among the 3,000 Monday when' the natural gas prices had made Board Chairman Jack 
145 Cont'd "Once Cont'd Cavett civil servants, in this of industrial relations It too difficult to get long- Stabback said the board 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ "  province who have been made a precedent.setting term commitments from would not deal with a joint 
• Seattle an Eagle" CFL MacNeil without a collective ruling that a layoff of U.S. customers, application headed by Pan- 
i~ Tonight Cont'd Football , Lehrer agreement since April 1 and employees at Carling The Winnipeg-based dub- Alberta Gas Ltd. until the 
KING 2 Major League Cont'd Dad's who are now faced with a O'Keefe Breweries in sidia]~, of inter-City' Gas Ltd. hearings move to Calgary 
.3014s Presents Baseball Cont'd Army government which has Calgary was an illegal had applied to export 220 beginning July 28. 
~ ~ ~ ~ budgeted' for only. six per lockout because a valid billion cubic feet to the U.S. As a result, seven ap- 
Cont'd Cont'd cent increases in .salaries. contract was in force, over the next 15 years, plicants will 'participate he 
8 i~o Laugh-In Meeting The firms are competing at current hearings. 
Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd of Minds The province's two tax in- Carling O'Keefe was 
Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd orease~ will see a seven, ordered to rescind its 
145 Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd tenthSthe price°f Oneof a centlitre ncreaSeof aviati ntn layoff137 workersn°tice andbackhaVeon theitS I ran 's  top  cop  s tands  pat  
~ ~ ~ ~ fuel and a five-cent increase job by 7 a.m. today. 
9 i~  Wed. Night Cont'd at Movies Cont'd Cont 'd  Performances .for a package of 25 TEHRAN (AP) -- Iran's leader of the anti-shah 
"Sword of Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd.. cigarettes. It #/as the first'time in tough military police chief, revolution. 
14s Juntl~:e" Cont'd Cont'd Cont'd, Despite those extra Alberto history that a backed by Ayatollah Defence Minister. Taghl 
~ ~ ~ ~ revenues, the province is company's action during Ruhollah Khomeinl, stood Riahi, who tried to remove 
• Cont'd Cont'd Vegas Cont'd- ~ forecasting, a spending a labor dispute has been firm Tuesday against a the outspoken general from 
Cont'd This Week Cont'd Cont'd Thatfigure isarrived at by unions said they were in a major teat of" strengm mittsd that "our strength is 
£U 145 Cont'd in Baseball Cont'd Cont'd adding the $1@,300 current "ecstatic." for control of. the armed not even.remotoly equal" to account surplus to Labatt's Alberta forces. And the government that of Khomeini, 
~ ~ CT=~  $10,600,000 in sinking fund News The The, assets and then subtracting Brewery, which also had appeared to back down. 
1 1  i~  Cont'd. National News Advocates net capital expenditures of laid off employees at its Guarded by special black- Riahi ' told reportsrs Edmonton plant, said It clad security men and loyal "Ayatollah Khomeini is tZ3o Tonight Night News Hour Cont'd. $14,968,500. would recall its workers ' members of his garrison, above 'the government, and 
' 145 Show Final Final Cont'd. . What that means is that today. Brlg..Gen.SeifAmirRahiml the ministry of national 
~ Late Sign off • while the province is ex- 'insisted again to reporters defence." He said that If 
• pecting to De in a surplus But the beer LabaR's Khomeiniis backing the gen- 1 2 ~  Cont'd. Kojak that he wonid not foUow an 
i Cont'd. Cont'd, Slow position on the account it and Carling O~Keefe order to give up his oom- eral; "I am sore that he has 
Cont'd. Cont'd. *'Guns, Girls uses to finance day-today produce will only be mand because the order had his reasons for wanting Gen. 
' 45 Cont'd, Cont'd, and Gangsters" operations, it will-go into distributed through out- not come from Khemeini, the Hahimttoremaintheheadof 
~ ~ ~ ~ debt to finance various lets at the r~spectlve Shilte Moslem religious the mtlitary police." 
THURSDAY 10 a.m, to 5 p,m. building projects, such as plant sltes because a legal " highway and hospital con- lockout of 180 employees 
stroction, . by Alberta Brewers' O" ~ 'O 
' ' In 1978, the P.E.I. Agents til is in progress. Thin ,s are l ook ing  o od 
The ABA distributes beer , |1~ 00 New High F, riendly ' Trouble Electric economy grew by 4.3 per 
is Rollers Giant with Tracy Company cent, compared with a ~o hotels and other etail MONTREAL (CP) -- The forecasts economic 'activity 
: 3o Wheel of Mister Definition Measure Up national average of 3.3 per outlets. • ' .  ' Royal Bank Trendicator, a in Canal,  has moved up for 
I m •4S Fortune Dressup Cont'd 2 Cents Worth cent. ~ composite index which the fourth consecutive 
quarter and has now reached 
~ s : o0 Password Sesame What's Mhking Music an all.time high of 104.51, the 
L :i 5 Plus Street Cooking Trade Offs bank reported Tuesday, 
~30 Hollywood Cont'd. Mad Write On But senior economist 
| s s : 45 Squares Cont'd. Dash Inside-Out Robert Baguley warned the 
index "has shown some signs 
Our Lives 3ob Switzer News Soup in the first quarter of 1979 
Cont'd. Mary Tyler Alan Music Place' was just 0.2 per cent at an. 
m 145 Cont'd. Moore Hamel About You annual rate, based on 
national accounts data just 
, :00 The On Cont'd. M for Music released. 
, : ~5 Doctors the Cont'd. Wordsmith "Its growth has been on a 
30 Another Evidence An,thor Word Shop slowing trend since the third 
i i ~s World Cont'd World Bread & B'flies quarter of 1978, and it's 
, , difficult to be wildly op- 
00 Cont'd. Edge of Cont'd. Art Cart _ttmistlc about near.term qt ~, 
Cont'd. Night Cont'd. Explorers Unitd. economic performance, 
Cont'd. Take Cont'd. Vegetable Baguley said. 
~s i Cont'd. Thirty Cont'd. Soup • Royal Beak economist S.C. 
Chow s~td Canadians should 
co Movie Western Movie Over not expect a repetition of 
"One Summer Matinee Easy first-quarter results which 
Cont'd "War of the Education saw the real gross national 
Milli°nB.C.. product rise at an annual 45 Years Cont'd Monsters' Cont'd. 
rate of seven per cent, and he 
" warned thatunless Inventory l : 00 Cont'd, Fllnstones Cmd'd. Sesame 
• is Cont'd. Cont'd ('.o~,t'd. Street build.up is sustained; the 
• 30 Cont'd. Mod Cont'd. Cont'd. / . '~ .~s  ~ .~ ~. Office hours: 9-1 Mon.-Fri. second quarter.could show a 
=~5 Cont'd. Squad Cont'd. Cont'd. 206-4658 I,azelle Ave. After hours call Dolores - 65~.3832 drop in real GNP. 
i 
1 
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Jolliffe's tape recorder not allowed in 
Terrace l)istrict Cotmeil, paused before the regular 3.1 Purschke, ~ho both said they objected to having the. Mayor Dave Maroney said that the motion did not Jolliffe had once objected to Alderman David Pease 
meeting Monday to ask Vie Jolliffe, a former alder- cotmeil proceedings recorded by Jolliffe. inelude the news media, taping the council meetings when JoIliffe was on 
man, to rsmove his tape reecrding equipment from .Alderman Helmut Giesbrecht asked v)hy Jolliffe There was some :objection to the motion from council, but Pease was not stopped from taping. 
the chambers and council members at in silence had to remove his recording equipment when news Jolliffe as he dismantled his equipment. "I know I'm . Bob Hallsor said that any taping of council meetings 
while he did so. reporters were sitting .at the meeting with their out of order Mr. Mayor butwe went through this once requires the consent of council. 
recording equipment working. "Are we limiting this' before and the RClVIP said there was no reason why a Alderman Jack Talstra 'and Helmut Giesbrecht 
The motion came from Alderman Alan Soutar and ruling to one individual?" he asked. ~ersan could not tape the.council meetings," he said. voted against he motion. 
C'ty t "d e 1VORKERS Stewart k o poll res  nts on HERE rue ers 
ffe ing aid to refug OFFER SUPPORT say job not s, fe 
0 r e e s The Canadian ASsociation of Smelter and 
' Allied Workers; Local 1, plans to raise funds.for STEWART, B.C. (CP) -- Highway 37 between here 
• Teamsters in this northern and Cassinr. 
I [ M a y o r  ~ e c r e t i v  - le[  byBrlanGregg sponsors.I'msuggesting striking alnminum workers in Quebec. British Columbia com- They said increased 
• that we make funds The union wants to increase dues by one hour's reunify went on strike tourist raffic on the high. 
Ter race  D is t r ic t  available to assist people pay per member per month to raise money for Monday to express their way, plus frost heaves and 
Council has asked the that want to sponsor the striking members of, the federation des Syn- concern over job safety, thick dust, Lave crreated 
ut land use  I dangerous driving con- I abo ..., Herald to help in refugees," said Ta]stra. dicats due Secteur Aluminum at Alcan,s Quebec The 29 truckers employed dillon,. 
• asking Terrace residents "I realize, this proposal" smelters, by Arrow Transport Ltd. The truckers haul concen. 
' . if they agree to spending, could have .been better If CASAW members approve the increase at want Highways Minister' trates for Casslar Asbestos 
Terrace District Council be obtained on a local im- approximately $30,000 to thought out but we will be their union meeting July 26 dues will rise an Alex Fraser to take im- Corp. which has scheduled a 
told former alderman Gerry provement basis, according assist Vietnam refugees making a decision on the average of 8.50 per month for the 1,800 workers mediate action rto upgrade meeting with the drivers. 
Duffus on Monday that it 'to a Public Works C.om- to relocate in Terrace. money we saved tonight at the Kitimat smelter. 
cast $78,000 to buy some mi t teerepor t . .  Themoney comes out (Monday)," said Tnistra. A CASAW spokesman said Thursday the ! I [WEATHER[  G~s e~:f°gt~ property on tbe Bench slope Tenders will be Called on of sayings in the 1979 All the aldermen union's donation to the FSSA should amount to at 
betweenMunroe Street and the pavin/~ of Eby Street budget due to low bidS on sympath ized  with least $15,000per month for the duration of the • 
Eby Street but Mayor Dave between Tuck and Parkslde this year's .paving Talstra 's  proposal but strike, are  n up  
Maroney would not say what School and on Sparks Street projects which Alderman they are concerned about 
the property would be used between McConnell and Plans are tentative; however, as the motion VICTORIA (CP) -- British 
for, Tuck Avenue. • . Jack Talstra, who made what the taxpayers will may be amended at the July membership Columbia will increase its 
The portion on theBench is Property owners along the proposal Monday, think about he proposal. 
3.7 acres, the portion on the North Thomas between says will not suffer. "We've gathered the meeting, natural gas exports to the United States, Energy 
slope is 5.4 aci'es arid the McConnell and Halliwell will New paving projects, people's money for Today is expected to be Minister Jim Hewitt said 
portion on. thebottom of ~e be eontact/M about paving proposed as a result of municipal business and mainly cloudy with a few Tuesday. 
benchi~10.gacres, Maroney this portion of their strest on the savings, wil l itotgo we just can't go o,t and Smelter rkers showers .  ,HewittsaidWesteoasthas 
said. a local Improvement basis ahead if the community spend it on anything," W O  The high today is expected reached an agreement with 
to be 18 degrees ann the El Paso Natural Gas to The property, which may similar to McConnell agrees to spend the sa id  Alderman Alan overnight low is 12 degrees, purchase the fuel. be turned into a Skeenaview Avenue. Soutar. 
money on the refugees, ding delegates Park on the top soet!on, isin The municipality will The pr jects a  North Alderman. Helmut ~e] [1 .  
• v v v ~ 
the process of being tran-proceed on a local im-SparksbetweenHailiwell Giesbrecht said that it is ~ ~ M o ~ o F ~  HOTEL  sferred to the municipality provement basis with the , 
but Maroney said that any extension of the municipal and Gair; Laufear Hill difficult to make a T h e C a n a d i a n Papenbrock, Ray Pegley, 
plans that might affect the water line to serve residents recapping from the decision on charitable Association of Smelter Ken Ball, Harold Taylor, ~ 
property are simply of Hangland Avenue between bottom curve to Thomas proposa ls  because and Allied Workers, Bill Chisholm, George - 
proposals included in the Braun Street 'and Skeena Street ' and Hamer council has no policy. Local 1, will send seven Sanders and Joe Leduc.. Invites You I0 Visit and Enjoy 
communityplan. Street. ,'~ . Avenuerecapping°nthe While c°uncil agrees t° delegates t° the C°n'i I POL ICE  I D E N N I S  J ~ He said the public will The' extension of the 4700. .fund groups like the Day federation of Canadian: 
have inpatinto the future of municipal water, line to i~ Council made the Care Centre it doesn't Unions national, con,, 
the property when it gives residents, on Skeena Street decisionduring a lengthy help groups like the 
in.put into the community between Hauginnd Avenue t I and t ' t  pron. and the Skeena!River, slough tommittee of.. the whole Sparks Street Group vention in Vancouver July 14-15. . :;J~'~;~' 
"in other business council will also'be proceeded,with ~meeti.g after:its regular Home. CASAW will hold a NEWS PIying 
l~s dupported in priciple a on a local imProvement council: tneeting. A He suggested that national nomination a sin In 
convention in Vancouver proposal by Coastal basis. :,~,!:-,,~,~,,, "sve~idl : "~p~mittee , , . ., , small amounts of money Recycling.Ltd. ofRichmond, The District. of~-Terrace ;c~apesed, pf~' Alderman Terrace RCMP report " '~:'~':,''~.'~ 
could also be taken out of the same weekend to Ralph 'Nolan.Beaudry faces ~ ( ~ v ~  B.C. to establish a universal will not contribute towards 'Jack TalslTa 'Alan Sautar other areas of the budget choose candidates for the a charge of impaired riving ~ LOUNGE 
depot and recycling system any fencing along the arid Bob  Cqpper was to help the refugees. Bob national pres idency and a charge of driving with 
alleviatethr°ugh°utthetheproblemPr°vinCeof solid to propertyCanadiantoNati°nalstop peopleR iwaYfrom formed . to ..study the Halsor, the city ad- vacated by Bruce a blood alcohol content over 
waste, the number of land. trespassing across the refugee proposal further, ministrator, phoned the McRae. .08 after a ear was stopped DANCING 9-2 
fill sites and the problems tracks~ Council agreed that Members of council are Herald Tuesday:te ask if MeRae res igned by RCMP Monday night. 
with lltter of glass and metal such preventative measures expectedtomeetwiththe the paper would run a recently for personal Atractor-trailerunitwent MONDAY TO SATURDAY 
beverage containers, are the responsibility of the regional immigration questionaire todetermine reasons. " off Haisla Boulevard on 
"We would operate four property owners, officer from Prince the cityresidentsfeelings Delegates to the ccu  Monday at 10:30 p.m. and 
recycling plants in B.C. with The municipality plans to Rupei't when he visits . . . . .  :., . . . . . . .  ~ on the matter. -.. ," convention .,~'.e ~iho e~/ded up in the #tch . . . . . . . . .  approximately 210'depots m0nit0rthe drainageflow'at ~errace on July 20. . .... ..... .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "~" . - -~- '~ '~ ~ . . . . .  
"where pe~le can' eetfull Mickey;Johnson's.r~c.'reation i The, c°s.tofsupportingai "*A cliv out an"d,m~fli~in ~ ~ . . . . . . . .  .~ ................................................ e--~,--~-~4 
refund~ f~'s0ft:dx:ii~q~ia:~ 'shop' t'~"~i{sbt'~" th~'~ ! lib refugee family for one ............. ' ............ " i questxonmr~ will [~e run i problems are experienced in . . . .  ....:..._ 
andcancontainers, wine and $12,000, Talstra said, but Herald. Residents of - U U ! spirit bottles and beer b ttles the general area because of year is from $8,000 to in Tuesday's Daily ~ L ~  F ~ [ ~ ~ J ~ T H ! F ~ L I  
and Cans," says W.R. the manner in which his - IJ - [ "  - - - 
Sharpe, president of the parking lot Was constructed, if" the head of the theCity are asked to fill in 
company in a letter. Council will be advising household finds work t h e a p p r o p r i a t e 
Council will also contact Johnson that the land use immediately it may not responses and marl or 
the property owners along contract requires that a even cost that much. take it to city hall so that 
McConnell Avenue between temporary curb be installed "Somebody has to the council members will 
North Thomas and Kalum along his property. • sponsor them but I'm not ' have the information by TEI{|{ ~('.E-kl'l'lM V|' 
Lake Drive to say that it is Council has decided not to suggesting that we be the Friday, July 20 ' e r a l d  , ~ ' ~ ~  
prepared to contribute put either four-way stop dail M h I $49,000 towards the cost of signs or traffic lights on the 
upgrading, paving and Park Avenue-KalumStreet Kitimat gets drainage of the street, intersection beside the 
The other 65 per cent cost library because it would 
of upgrading McConneil will impede the flow of traffic. 
" the funding gh I COU RT NEWS throu it we purchased 
Mayor George Thorn building in certain . . . our  car  
informed council Monday specified areas such as ~,% 
that the District of the city: centre obtain a furnished our  Kitimat will receive more development permit. The "" ° 
David Allen Lamke, 39, told the court the charges than $600,000 in provin- permit will give council 
pleadod guilty to charges arose following an in- cial grants for the new control over location of f irst homo 
of driving with a blood cident March 30 and recreation complex the building on the site, 
alcohol content over the noted Dickhad aprevious under construction at the siting and design of / 
legal limit, driving while conviction on a similar City Centre. parking areas and . , ,  c/o the  d a n d r 
disqualified, and failure charge. Thorn said a letter from loading facilities, the size 
provincial secretary of and appearance fo s igns fed our ICI Ily'~om;l'' . - ) :'" to' appear in court when Boyle ordered Dick to government services and the exterior finishing 
he appeared before Judge spend 18 months on Hugh Curtis, announcing of thebullding. : ~  
H.D. Boyle in Terrace probation, with 50 hours the grants arrived too withinAll ownerSthe dev lopment°f land ', . ~"- ~ '~ I~-~ provincialcourt Tuesday. o f c o m m u n i t y late for inclusion in the , ~  
The court was told by work service and alcohol agenda.anda single dwelling units. * t ' ~  ~ ~ i  :.. / x~ ~w.-  ~ '~'~r--.~ !,_.~,~_ 
Crown counsel Jeff Arndt counselling as conditions The district will receive' permit areas will need a " , ~  
permit for the con- ..-. .t~,.'~.~,resultedthat the drivingfollowingebargeSan of probation. $400,000 to assist with struetion or alteration' of 
incident in Mackenzie, Gera ld  Robinson building thearena and buildings with the ex- 
B.C. on March 20, and pleaded guilty to a charge more than $200,000 for caption of three or less k"(~ .... /~  ' 
that Lamkehad failed to of causing a disturbance raquet ball courts, a ~ I~ v ~  . ,. 
appear before a court in by being drunk, sauna whirlpool [ ,~  ~ ~ . - -  
Prince Ge°rge °n the The c°urt was told the b a t h ' o n  26. development permit by- andDesignated areas in- ~ ~ K i t i m a t  trailer =' - - "" - -  ' : ~ ' ~,~.,,'--~ ¢ I 8S I~ ' - - "  ''rlt ;  ....... "~ *' charges. Arndt also charges followed, an Thom, however, was elude the City Centre - - I  , ,'Lhlt;'In-'.P * ' " "  
stated that Lamke bad incident at the Sandman not happy about a expansion, Vista Village I ' .~ '~ i~ l~[  r |~ ~,l~|j 
several previous con- Inn May Robinson ~ . ,  ,~, , ,  ~. 
• ., ,, .~ ' - ,  .,~,,,' , * . ,  ;,~ victions on . similar was ordered by Boyle to law given third reading courts, the Nechako _ ,  
" ""' ''" charges, and that he is pay a $50 fine. by council despite .his .Centre, the Alexander lift ~'~ ........... ' "" "*' "f. q I serving a three month Two Terrace men were ' opposition., station area and a small ~ " .~ :  f'~* "" *: "~' .'" ,' 
sentence which began in found guilty of violations The new by-law section of land at ~ '~" ' ~ '"'* 
mid-June at the Terrace of th/~ fisheries act, after requires that anyone Weedsmulr and Nalabila. , ; ,t ,~r ~".; "., .~ .-~" , 
Community Correctional their wives appeared in ; ,, .-,' .,. ~ ~ 
. ,  ' . 
Centre. court as their agents. | : f~  "~.._.-7:~7~--7-~. / :  ' ' ~ . ,  
Boyle ordered Lamke David Stansell pleaded "DO I I  YOURSELF PLUMBING"  to spend three months in guilty ida charge of using t:';;iT '~ .;?'~[~ ,,~. ~'~t, '~ "('J([l 4 'o~ , "i . '~  ~,. ""  
prison on each of the a hook with more than AB$ PlpeC.$.A.approved ~tt'~7.~ ,! 1,0,4.s4.t ' ~[.- ~ i~,  ' ,'t :~. : .fL. . ": 
charges, with all terms to one point while fishlng on ,4 i tf~. ~ .,, V ~',.~| ~. ~ ...... "' "¢J 
run concurrent with his the Lakelse River on SALE for fhls week1.18  ,88 ~ ~ 3  (~~(~. '4  ~} ~=?~ ! ,~ ': "~ ~' ,~,. ,~.,~ "~:*"~' " ] ! ~ '~:~ '4" ¢ ' _ .  dr./. L- '  " " --- ~"~( .  "~"  present prison term. following an incident ,'- '~"~~-~"~_ ,  .'~,,~ :~" lttO;, ~'!~, :',~, ~"  ~ , ,~'~,,  
Boyle also ordered June 24. Boyle ordered REGULAR Lof, '~.~.~",~' .' :'I,": l) t~']l[ '.[ "( ¢~ ,~ ~'-l-~,.Ij.] 
Lamke to a two-year Stansell to pay a $25 fine, SlZE PRICE SALE ~I~.~ : , 
term of probation, S.D. Jaycox also l Inches - It1~ / 
beginning when he is pleaded guilty tea charge 3 Inches 2.39 1,79 / " '" ' . . . . .  ~.,, '~,,~ " , ::" 
released, with alcohol of fishing with a hook. 4 Inches 3.46 __..11. ~. ~ ~ ,~ ,~ 
counselling as a condition with more than one point 2.59 ~ . . . .  "' - 
of probation. ' on the Lakelse PAver and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~._./~ "~. ¢1 : %'~ "~ 7 . / "  ,~,e 
Warren Dick, 38, also to another charge of CilARLIE BELAHGER " ' /  - ,~  pleaded guilty to a charge using fish roe while ' ~,"G "' " , ' ; .  ,~ .  , . . - '  
of impaired riving when fishing on the Lakelse PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. " 
he appeared before Judge River. Boyle, ordered 4436 Lakelse Ave. 
Boyle. Jayeox to pay a total of ,TERRACE , B.C. 10gl~.f191fl 
Crown Counsel Arndt $80 in fines. grid O01~ 
i r  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  i l i l l  i i  . . . . .  i ~ . . . .  . . . . .  
i 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir; 
The Canadian Society for 
Education Through Art is 
now working on a major 
project entitled The 
Canadian Young People's 
Art Collection. The'project 
aims at establishing a 
permanent art coll,ection 
representing the two. 
dimensional work of children 
between the ages of two and 
nineteen; that is paintings, 
drawings, prints, and 
sketches. 
We are asking the public to 
mail in contributions 
representing all decades 
past and present and every 
geographic • region in 
Canada. Please note that we 
wish to receive not oaly the 
best' work but also the meet 
typical. To be properly 
represented a good cross- 
secti.on of what has been 
done in the name of child art 
must be collected. This 
means, school stencil 'art' 
and stereotyped work as well 
as, of course, the expressive 
work that children do under 
ideal conditions. Also note 
that ours is an ongoing 
project, we will be pleased to 
accept artwork any time in 
mounted and photographed 
in order to make it available 
for exhibition purposes, for 
the cost of shipping, to in- 
terested associat ions 
organizations, or resear- 
chers in child art. Once the 
collection is established a
series of research projects 
will be started at the 
University. We hope to 
ultimately arrive at a ALEXANDRIA. Egypt 
reasonable reflection of the tAP) -- Israeli Prime 
national scene so thatwe can ' Minister Menachem Begin 
make soundly based eom- waded into a cheering and 
ments about the stats of 
child art today. Physical 
educators have certainly 
been able to draw national 
attention to the sad state of 
our bodies. It seems that we 
must employ the same 
tactics to make the country 
aware of our aesthetic needs. 
The effectiveness of our 
study, however, is dependent 
on adequate documentation 
by each contributor. The 
following is an example of 
the information requested 
with each item: The of child, 
age, date, title, address or 
town of child, ethnic 
background, circumstances 
or art work tschool, home, 
Sunday school etc.) and art 
media used. Your help will 
ISRAEL, EGYPT 
Cheers mark new talks 
jostling crowd of Egyptians 
on Tuesday, then held a first 
round of talks with President 
Anwar Sadat on Palestinian 
autonomy. 
Begin and Sadat embraced 
on meeting at the president's 
summer residence and 
chatted amiably about the 
spontaneous demonstration 
by thousands of afternoon 
shoppers who had mobbed 
Begin in downtown Al- 
exandria. 
"I saw the results of pe~ce 
today," Begin told Sadat as 
they •settled into garden 
chairs. "It was like when you 
were in Beersheba," he said. 
referrie.g to the lsraelis who 
lined the streets to ,cheer 
Sadat at their laut meet!ng !n the near future. We ask that .he most appreciated. Thank May. "
each item or collection be you. After sitting briefly for 
mailed rolledjn~tubes or flat P, lease mail contributions photogranhers, the two men 
inpadded malliiig pa6~/~]ges: ~ i~: " 
Donor~.mcy..ff.]slL..tg~Ln,.~ii,..£hild _.Art-Faculty . . . . .  of ............. 
slides of moi'e valuable Education 
werksoroflnteresting three- Box i700 
dimensional items. All U. of Victoria 
examples will become the Victoria, B.C. 
property of the C.S.E,A. and V8W 2Y2 
will he kept permanently at 
the University of Victoria, in Sincerely, 
Britsh Columbia. Leona M, Cole 
Each item received will be Project Manager 
MLA's REPORT 
by Frdnk .Howard 
Sir John A. McDonald once listed his occupation as a 
cabinet maker. All Premiers and Prime Ministers 
could likewise give that identification and, I would 
think, any such leader wouldcontinually beexamining 
his cabinet either to strengthen it or give it necessary 
geographical nd-or political flavor. 
Premier Bennett is currently making such an  
examination both for the reason that he lost three 
Cabinet Ministers on May 10 and has elected some 
newMLAs. 
He has fourteen backbenchers tochoose from and I
think he will automatically eliminate Some of those on 
the grounds that they are new with competency not 
proven and come from areas which already have 
cabinet representation r are old and proven to be not 
competent. 
I 'm not going to try to guess what the Premier will 
do insofar as shuffling his present cabinet, but only 
proceed on the assumption that he will draw into the 
cabinet hree additional members to replace the three 
that were defeated. 
I would certainly hope additional consideration 
would be given to the North which has about 15 per 
cent of the seats in the Legislature. There are two 
cabinet ministers from the •North now and one ad- 
dit:ooal would provide about 15 per cent represen- 
tabon from the North in th:: cabinet. I would think the 
Premier sho,-,d concentrate his attention upon Jack 
Kempf from Omineca. Kempf is not a new MLA and 
has political.economic thoughts imilar to those held 
by the Premier. 
Jack Davis should certainly be considered. Davis is 
an engineer by profession and, while he doesn't have 
much to offer in the way of a charismatic, friendly 
appeal to people, he is cer,tainly administratively 
competent. Perhaps the ministry of deregulation 
would be stiitable to his ,talents. 
Rumor in Victoria has it that Bill Ritchie, Socred 
MLA for Central Fraser Valley, is angling for the 
mlnstry of agriculture and has already made one 
speech in the house on tl~¢ subject. An interesting and 
well presented speeel, ! thought. I would think there is 
sufficient talent there to justify the elewtion to 
cabinet rank. Others apparently think so as well, for a 
move was made recently, so I'm told, to prevent 
Pdtchle from speaking on the agricultural estimates. 
Because there had been an agreement for a time 
limitation, only one Socred back-bencher was able to 
speak. Someone, byway.of afalse telephone call, got 
Pdtchie to leave the house at a time most inap- 
propriate for him. therefore no speech on the 
agricultural estimates. Well, he may make it anyway. 
went alone inside Sadat's 
Mamoura seaside rest house 
for less. than an hour's talk, 
They then adjourned for an 
official dinner and are to 
resume talks today. 
Earlier, after an emotional 
visit tohthe Prophet Elij~ih 
Synagogue, Begin ordered 
his motorcade to stop and 
surprised his nervous 
bodyguards by crossing the 
narrow street o shake hands 
with• the crowd that had 
gathered opposite the 
synagogue. 
The 66-year-aid Begin was 
pushed and jostled by blue- 
helmeted Egyptian riot 
police and by Israeli security 
agents who surrounded him. 
But Begin beamed with 
pleasure as he grasped 
hands for a few sec.nds 
before his guards cle, . ! a 
path back to his l im~,,. . - ,ne. 
Neither Israeli nor 
Egyptian uffieials .expected 
dramatic results lrom the 
two scheduled meetings .of 
the leaders, but indicated the 
summit was to aemonstrate 
slow but stead~' progress in 
peace negotiations lind in the 
normalization of relations. 
It was Begin's third trip to 
Egypt since he and Sadst 
signed a peace treaty in 
Washington on March 26, 
and Israeli officials said they 
expect annther meeting to be 
set before Begin leaves for 
home Thursday, 
The summit followed last 
week's procedural. 
breakthrough i n  the 
Egyptian-Israeli negotia- 
tions to bring home-rule to 
the 1.1 million Palestinian 
Arabs in two Israeli- 
occupied territories -- the 
West Bank of the Jordan 
River andthe Gaza'Strip. 
U S. mediator Robert 
Strauss, persuaded the 
negotiators to put aside 
polemics on the major issues 
that deadlocked the first 
NEW G(I.V"I' 
three rounds ot autonomy 
talks and focus on the 
mechanics of autonomy. 
Shortly before the meeting 
was to. begin, the state-run 
Egyptian radio said there 
would be "no peace in the 
Middle East if. Israel con- 
tinues to ignore Palestinian 
rights to selfdetermination." 
The radio said the 
Alexandria talks came on 
[ °TTAwA. O F EAT I 
L BY RICHARD JACKSON "" 
Ottawa,-It would be an exaggeration to say that 
nothing Joe Clark has done as new Prime Minister is 
making or not making appointements has caused such 
an uproar as his ~mming Robert Rene de Cotret~ 
beaten in the recent election, to the Senate as an entry 
into the C, abinet. 
The de Cotret appointment is the key to the arch Of. 
disappointment and resentment within, the Con- 
servative Caucus and some ot •the party's grass roots 
that Clark has been erecting with his Cabinet. 
De Cotret, 35, now is set for life, come what ma~, for 
the Conservatives. For while he has "indicated," as he 
phrased it, that he has "every intention" of trying 
again to win a seat in the next election, he has stopped 
short of giving a firm commitment. 
So there he is, if he so wishes, assured of a.Senator's 
annual $33,900Nncreasing periodically-until age 75, 
with an indexed pension. 
in last Fal£s byelections, which the Conservatives 
swelSt, de Cotret beat former Postmaster General 
Bryce Mackasey, the Liberal candidate parachuted 
into the Ottawa Centre riding from Quebec. 
He then was an MP for the few months until this last 
election which he lost to the Liberal 'candidate, 
another economist. 
Repudiated after only four or five months in office 
as an MP by his own riding, de Cotret became an in: 
stant success with the Clark appointment tothe Senate 
and the Cabinet. 
The electors of Ottawa Centre and other Eastern 
Ontario ridings are upset by this callous disregard of 
the democratic process by Joe Clark.. which is 
damaging enough for the party. 
What's as bad or worse is the breaking of the fragile 
• peace in the ever-feuding Conservative Caucus 
resulting from the de Co~et appoiniznent's linking to 
the non.appointment of a number of long-sorvice Tory 
MPs, a ~:ouple with cabinet experience, who might 
have expected some recognition. 
There were five veterans of the' Diefenbaker 
Cabinet, counting the Old Warrior himself. 
Distinguished by their cabinet work were Alvin 
Hamilton and George Hoes. The other two had no valid 
claims on the basis of performance. 
But Hoes and Hamilton? Surely! 
And while nobody expected Dief to be appointed, 
the heels of a Palestinian there could have been some recognition of his service. 
diplomatic bronkthrough- But no. 
a weekend .'meeting in 
Vienna between Yasser,Ara- Nor was there any for Robert Coates, in the Cam- 
fat, leader of. the Pa'lestine ~ marts 22 years and as the latest party president, the 
Liberation Org~i'flization, a d "4r~ peace-maker between the Red and Blue Tories. Some 
Austrian Chancell6f Bruno people say he had as much--maybe more, basically--to 
Krieaky, the first leader to do with the victory than Clark himself. 
accord Arafat a red-carpet And there were others. 
welcome. Veteran winners. Sure seats on which the party "This (Vienrm)meeting. 
should have a bearing on the could count. 
(Alexandria) talks," the They, too, were ignored in favor of de Carrot an 
radio said. dother new recruits. 
The Israeli parliament One of them--he shah remain unidentified-has 
condemned the Vienna • 
. . . . . . . . . . .  wrRten of. the frustration and resentment in a short 
meeting m a vote ~oncla~, . ~ .^:;;.. 
• , ,~ . ; : ~ '  ~ ) r '~ .  ~ ; ' : ' J i , '~ i~t t l~g? ,~ 
- ~ .  "1  . , , . .~,.  ~ ,s~no~ ~,.,v,, ;J61axk's,appointment to Cabinet of non-elected "! 
members  and two or three other newcomers  to 
People got choice 
SUVA, I, hji ~CP~ -- When lb XI..~X IIAIt.MAN 'M~crones~ans, w~th some 
the Pheonix, Line and .Polynesians and a small 
number of Europeans and 
Chinese. Its capital is 
Bairiki, population 1,777, on 
the island of Tarawa. 
The republic's only ex- 
ports consist of. phosphates 
from Ocean Island and 
copra. Britain has promised 
development aid of about $35 
million in the first four years 
of independence. Australia 
and New Zealand also hpve 
offered aid to a country 
whose population lives 
mostly on fish and coconuts 
and money sent them by 
relatives living abroad. 
The waters of the new 
republic are rich in fish, 
especially tuna, and British 
bfficials say a tuna fishing 
.industry might be the main 
hope for the future. 
Tarawa was the site of one 
of the fiercest battles of the 
Second World War. In four 
days of fighting, U.S. 
Marines cleared the island of 
its Japanese defenders. 
There were 1,087 Marines 
killed and 2,292 wotmded. 
The Japanese lost 4,690 dead. 
The islands were granted 
internal self-government 
Jan. 1, 1977. 
Gi lber t  islands ga in  the i r  
independence f rom Br i ta in  
on Thursday, there will be no 
celebrating here by the' 2,500 
former residents of Ocean 
Island. 
When the new Republic of 
Kiribiti comes into being 
with Princess Anne in at- 
tendance, the phosphate-rich 
Oceafi Island is being in- 
cluded in the republic -- 
against the wishes of its 
people. There currently are 
about 2,300 people on the 
island. 
And the leaders of the 
people of Banaba -- as they 
prefer to call Ocean Island-- 
have pledged to continue the 
fight for their own in- 
dependence. 
Those who left the island 
moved to Rabi, an island in 
the Fijian group, in 1947 to 
enable phosphate to be 
mined on their ancestral 
homeland. 
Since then they and many 
still remaining on Ocean 
Island have agitated for 
independence. 
But both the previous 
Labor administration in 
Britain and the current 
Conservative 
have rejected the claim for 
an independent 
while seeking to ensure that 
the position of the Banabans 
is safeguarded by the Gii- 
bertese. 
The Giiberts 
opposed the Banabans' case 
for separation. 
As far as the British are 
concerned, the story ended 
last month when the House of 
Lords rejected by 150 votes 
to 25 a move by Labor peer 
Lord Brockway to exclude 
Banaba from Kiribiti. 
But as far as the Banabans 
are concerned, the battle is 
far from over. 
Rev, Tebaiti Tawaka, 
spokesman for the exile 
community, said Britain had 
once again cheated the 
Banabans out of their bir- 
thrlght, 
"Britain and her partners 
ripped the Banabans off for 
years," Tawaka said. "Now 
the British government has 
committed the final 
betrayal." 
Tawaka says the British 
decision is unacceptable but 
he declines to say what 
government, tu~ure political action the 
Banabans plan. 
Banaba "But we want the world to 
know that the U.K. govern- 
ment's decision changes 
nothing -- our hopes and 
aspirations foF our homeland 
strongly remain, We cannot give up 
the struggle now. 
"The Banabans are an op. 
pressed and exploited 
minority and we know that 
Justice will finally come our 
way." 
The world's latest in- 
dependent country -- which 
will be a republic within the 
Commonwealth -- stretches 
across more than 4,300 
kilometres of the south 
Pacific Ocean. 
With the 200.mile-limit in
force in the Pacific, Kiribiti, 
covering a land area of only 
1,-062 square kilometres, will 
be able to lay claim to more 
than five million square 
kilometres of territorial 
waters. It has no way of 
enforcing the claim. 
Kiribiti includes 32 islands 
and atolls and has a 
population, of 56,000. The 
people are mostly 
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A peaceful scene looking over Lava Lake in Nass Valley. 
Photo by Brian Greag 
Parliament is a repudiation of the loyal service of 
some long-service Conservatives who have survived 
as many as 10 or more elections. 
"No recognition of this essential service-and 
nothing is so essential to a government as a regular 
election-through-election wi ner--while rewards and 
favored places are given the unproven and  un- 
deserving. 
"How was Trudeau defeated? Surely not by non-. 
elected members or even by MPs making it only for 
the second or third t ime. 
"And not by Clark as much as by Trudeau himself. 
"Certainly not by Quebec, where the Conservatives 
were wiped and where now Clark is frantically at- 
tempting appeasement through the doorway of Seato 
appointments to the Cabinet, while elected Con- 
servatives from the Maritimes, Ontario and the West 
are being sacrificed. 
"Work your heart out for the party, win time after 
time, n~glect your family, your business or professiorl, 
defeat the Liberals and await your reward ~n 
Heaven." 
EDITOR'S 
JOURNAL 
BY 
GREG 
MIDDLETON 
One way to' toll when you have left the territory 
claimed by Terrace residents and are entering the 
outskirts of Prince Rupert is to watch the rock pain- 
ting. When you no longer see graffiti "written by 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School graduates and 
start to see inscriptions by Prince Rupert Secondary 
School graduates, you have crossed the line. 
Those inscriptions we usually refer to as vandalism, 
by the way, may well be  what is studied by an- 
thropologists and /lrcheologiste in the future. As 
scholars now deduce many things about life in ancient 
Greece and Rome from Writing on walls, a picture of 
our society may well be drawn from the comments of 
those persons we label as social misfits. 
Scary isn't it. 
That is not quite as frightening as if all that sttrvlved 
of our culture was a series of television commercials, 
but frightening, nonetheless. 
And speaking of the handwriting on the wall, the 
Free China Weekly, a four-page tabloid newspaper 
published in Taiwan, devotes much of its space to 
news stories about how the country is becoming more 
self Sufficient and every increasing its exports, it 
notes that Taiwan is the largest supplier of canned and 
frozen mushrooms to the United States. 
Isn't it amazing that countries as large as Canada 
and the'U.S., countries which like to think of them° 
selves as major food producers, are supplying less and 
less of the food we eat ourselves? 
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Montreal boots Argos 
"TORONTO (CP) -- • yard statable by Adams and authority for 107 yrds on 22 Montreal quarterbacks' each 
Montreal rode the a beautiful Individual effort 
stronghrlght leg of place- 
Kicker Don Sweet for three 
field goals to defeat Toronto 
Argonauts 11.9 In a Canadian 
Football League game 
dominated by both defences 
Tuesdayhnight. 
Sweet connected on field 
goals of 17, 24 and 47 yards to 
give the Alouettes n victory 
in the Eastern Football 
Confereneegs season opener. 
The margin of victory, 
however, proved to be a 
disastrous third-down snap 
by Toronto centre Tom Bavis 
that slaled over punter lan 
Sunter's bead 40 yards into 
the end zone. Sunter con- 
ceded for a safety at 4:59 of 
. the second quarter. 
The Argonauts cored the 
lone touchdown of the game 
at 3:45 of the opening quarter 
when Terry Metcalf dived. 
over from the one-yard line. 
Toronto's other points came 
off Sunter's ~foot on two 
singles and a Convert. 
All in all ,: . it was a 
miserable night for Sunter 
who missed, on field goal 
attempts from the 43-and 35- 
yard lines and injured his 
left leg on an' aborted fle]d 
goal attempt pm thL, third 
quarter !ollowing another 
high snap. 
Neither Joe Barnes nor 
Jerry DattlUo looked sharp 
at quarterback for Montreal 
with Barnes playing the first 
half and Dattlllo the second. 
Quarterback Tony Adams 
went all the wny for Toronto 
in his CFL dzbut and put 
together nn ineffective 
performance. 
Only some good defence by 
tho Argos and a mediocre 
half by Montreal's Joe 
Barnes enabled Toronto •to 
enjoy n 9-8 halftime lead. 
Toronto had no running 
game,t0..sp~k of, the..$n~e 
half, ~/iU~th~li' "6nry two 
significant rushes being a 16. 
by Metcalf that resulted in a 
14-yard gain. • 
The Argonaut rushing Was 
non-existent as it gained 105 
yards, 48 of them by Adams' 
scrambles. Metcalf could 
manage just 37 yards on 1O 
carries. 
Green, on the other band, 
was the game's  top offensive 
player, running with 
carries. Running back John. 
O'Loary chipped ~.wi th  
yards in the Ala 161-yord 
rushing attack. The Ala w~re 
Just marginally better than 
Toronto through the air, 
gaining 128 yards.' 
Barnes was good on five of 
11 passes for 92 yards while 
Dattillo completed four of 
eight for 46 yards. The 
tossed one interception, both 
of which were picked off by 
Rardee. 
• Both defensive lines put a 
lot of pressure on the 
quarterbacks as Adams was 
sacked four times, while the 
Argos got to the Montreal 
quarterbacks om five oc. 
casslons, with defensive nd 
Jim Corrigall credited with 
three sacks. 
A. record winner 
A pair of home runs for the 28th save of the season for tlebrenking run in the 
record book, by Del Unser the Cuba with a ninth-inning" 
and Mike Schmidt, led appearance after starter 
Philadelphia Phillins to a Rick Reusehel lnst hla bid for 
come-from-behind 6.5 vic. a shutout.' 
tory over San Diego Padres. Tom Seaver moved into 
' in major league baseball sixth place on the ail-timz 
action Tuesday night, career strikeout list, past Cy 
Unser set a major league Young, as Cincinnati Reds 
record with his third con. beat St. Louis Cardinals 4-2. 
secutive pinch-hit home run Seaver, who struck out eight 
in the ninth inning, . in  six innings before leaving 
delivering three runs and with stiffness in hispitchiug 
capping• a fiverun rally, shoulder, boosted his career 
Rollie Fingers was the total to2,923. 
victim, in relief of starter George Foster doubled 
Randy Jones, who was home two Cincimmtl runs, 
coasting on a five-hitter Johnmy Bench singied in me 
going into the ninth, and Cesar Geronimo 
Unser's game-winning homered. 
homer broke the record of Kent Tekulve, Pitt- 
two consecutive pinch-hit sburgh's third reliever in the 
home runs shared by 22 ninth inning, finally choked 
players. He also homered as  off a Houston rally after two 
a pinchhitterJune30agninst runs had scored, and the 
St. Louis Cardinals and July Pirates edged Houston 
5 against New York Mets., Astrea 6.3. Houston relief ace 
One of the hits off Jones Joe Sambito pitched the top 
was Schmidt's 30th home run of the ninth and extended his 
of the season, giving him string of not allowing an  
seven in five consecutive earned run to 361-3 innings. 
games, a feat that tied a Reliever Woody Fryman 
NationalLeague r cord, hit Terry Whitfield with a 
Two home runs by Barry hasesloaded pitch in the 13th 
Foote and one by Ivan inning and San Francisco 
De Jesus led Chicago Cuby Giants wanton to score three 
over Atlanta Braves 7-3 for niore runs for an 11-7 victory 
their fifth straight victory. •over Montreal Expos. 
Bruce SuRer' recorded his Ron Coy singled home the 
seventh inning after Reggie 
Smith's runscoring double 
had knotted the score, and 
Los Angeles Dodgers went 
on beat New York Mets 7.4. 
In the American League, 
Detroit Tigers rallied with 
three runs in the ninth inning 
for a 6-5 victory over Min- 
nesota Twiqs. Lou 
• Whitaker's single scored the 
winning ru'n. 
Chicago White Sox scored 
three runs without n hit in 
the seventh inning enroute to 
a 6-3 victory over Texas 
Rangers. 
Cleveland Indians sent 
Kansas'City Royals to their 
10th loss in 11 games, 7.4, 
storing two runs on Andre 
Thornton's home run and 
three on a double by Ron 
Hnssey. 
Rick Honeycutt pitched a 
twohitter and Leon Roberts 
and Bill Stein homered as 
Seattle Mariners beat New 
York Yankees 5-I. 
California Angels rallied 
for two runs in theheighth 
inning and edged Boston Red 
Sox 4-3. 
Oakland A's ended their 
losing streak at five games 
with a 7-6 victory over 
Baltimore Orioles. 
Eskimos drop Bombs 
quarter, the first of some 
calls that drew howls of 
protest from the fans oc- 
curred when Holmes appar- 
ently caught aBrock puss at 
the Edmonton three-yard 
line. The referee called it in 
complete. 
The fans also criticized the 
officials when they thought 
Holmes had been interfered 
with on two passing plays, 
and when what looked like an 
interception by Gary 
Rnsolowi~ was called in- 
complete. 
But it was the mastery of 
Wilkinson amd the play of 
the Edmonton defenoe that 
spelled doom forhthe 
Bombers, who were able to 
count just 13 first downs and 
MENS SOFTBALL. 
232 yards in total offence. 
. Brock, who was sacked 
four times and harrnssed 
constantly, completed 19 of 
34 pass attempts for "191 
yards. The Winnipeg round 
game was shut off, although 
Jim Washington picked up 80 
yards on 13 carries. But the 
Bombers' total rushing ef- 
fort'wa~s onlt/82 yards. 
It wasa squeaker 
by Don Baker  
Wil l iams Storage  
defeated  Hou lden  
Logging 7 .6 in  a close 
contest Tuesday night at 
the Riverside ball park in 
Terrace men's softball. 
Willy Chemko opened 
the scoring for Williams 
in the first inning when he 
was hit home by Mike 
Barg. 
The second inning saw 
• PAN AM GAMES 
Houlden score  a run when 
Rick Carr scored for his 
team,  
In the fourth inning the 
pitcher from Houlden 
was hit home by fellow 
teammate  Renn ie  
Lookei'by, The sixth 
inning was big for 
Houlden as they assumed 
an impressive lead with 
three runs in that inning. 
Williams. scored most 
of their runs in the fourth 
inning when Mike Barg 
hit in Dave Hamilton and 
Jim Kiruse hit in George 
Blake. 
It looked as though 
Houlden Logging was 
going to win its first game 
of the season in the sixth 
inning but Wil l iams 
dashed all hopes Of 
victory with an im- 
pressive seventh inning 
in which Dave Barg had 
two runs batted in. 
The winning pitcher for 
Williams was Bob Black. 
For  Houlden the loosing 
pitcher was Morris Sam. 
Canada does well 
SAN JUAN (CP) --  LOU competition anything can cling athletes to com- 
Lefaive, director of Sport happen if you make it to the 
Canada, said Tuesday he finals, and we're certainly 
was generally happy with gettiug our share of finals." 
petitions. 
Medal prospects, however, 
wouldn't suffer from a 
reduction in the numbers of 
athletes because com- 
petitors with the best 
chances would still be on the 
team, he said. 
"But in some sports, we'd 
continue to bring the person 
who was going to finish sixth, 
seventh or eighth because it
would be the only op- 
portunity they would get to 
have the kind of competition 
they'd require." 
Government spending re- 
straint means Canada Its to 
"figure out how to get more 
bang for your buck" in 
sports, Lefnlve said. 
He said it cost close to $1.5 
million to send the Canadian 
team to the Games. 
Canada's performance in the BUt he said there probably 
Pan-American Games, a willbe a rev iew of the stand- 
showing that has the couniry ards by which Canada sends 
about 15 medals ahead of its leading athletes to such 
predictions, events, suggesting the 
"I think that's very en- number may be reduced 
couraging indeed," said somewhat. 
Lefalve. "If you look at Suggesting that sending 
where we were in 1975 and six athletes "might be just a 
where we are now, it's very 
encouraging . . . .  little bit loose for. these 
"Without singling too Games,'.' he added that a 
many of them out, you think review of the situation 
of young Angela Taylor's probably will be undertaken 
medal in the 100 metres, before 1963 to consider e. 
which was Just n great dating the number "to the 
bronze. ' .top four or something like 
"There have been people that." 
whom we thought might get Part of the reason for such 
gold or silver and who have a reassossment, Lefaive 
got bronze, but in this kind ~ said, is the expense of sen- 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- Tom 
Wilkinson threw two touch- 
down passes to Brian Kelly 
to lead Edmonton Eskimos 
to a 28-10 win over Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers in the Western 
Football Conference season 
opener Tuesday night, 
before 24,024 xans. 
Wilkinson directed a 
number of long scoring plays 
against a spotty Winnipeg 
defence, and the Edmonton 
defensive unit stopped the 
Bombers cold for most of the 
night. • 
The biggest moment for 
the Bombers came on the 
last •play of the game, when 
quarterback Dieter 5Brook 
fired a 42.yard touchdown 
puss to Mike Holmes. 
Edmonton's defence came 
up big on two plays in par. 
tioular,' stopping a third- 
down gamble deep in their 
territory in the first quarter, 
and accounting for one of the 
three Edmonton touch- 
downs., h
Middle linebacker Dan 
Kepley pounced on a blocked 
Winnipeg field goal try and 
ran 60 yards for the score in 
the third quarter. 
Dave Cutler, who gave Ed- 
monton a 3-0 first-quarter 
lead with a .12-yard field 
goal, alyo kicked three 
converts and added a37-yard 
field goal near the end of the 
fourth quarter. 
The other Edmonton point 
came on a 57.yard single by 
punter Hank Ilesic. 
Bernie Ruoff rounded out 
the Winnipeg scoring with a 
41-yard field goal and 59- 
yard single. He missed other 
field goals from 49 and 42 
yards out, and had one 
blocked. 
The game started slowly, 
with neither team able to 
mount serious drives until 
Holmes took an Ilesie punt 
and returned it 41 yards. 
But the Bombers stalled on 
thzhEdmonton 29. Brock at- 
tempted n quarterback 
option on  a third-and-one 
gamble that wa.s stopped. 
The play gave the Eskimos 
a lift. Wilkinson, who 
completed 21 of 31 pass at- 
tempts for 335 yards in the 
game, took control and 
moved dowmxield, only to 
settle for n 12-yard field goal 
byECutler. 
arly in the second 
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SALMON FISHING DERBY 
r 
' . .  :i i ~ 
s tar ts  
THIS WEEK 
THIS WEEKS " : "  
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE :"'"'"..,- : 
Dinne( for 2 at Hectors  ,,• ;~ 
Courtesy Lakelse Motor Hotel 
,Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
,Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
eAssorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
,Gift Certificate -
Courtesy Saan Store 
I 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES, 
• ,Assorted Tackle - 
: "  ' :~ Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
*Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
,Tackle Box & Kit - 
. Courtesy K mare 
*Smoker 
Courtes, y;L .uhr.Je...~. i'./~ 
i ,  ' i ' " l f  ' " I I  IU ' "  J ! I~ IT '  Q ;  [ l " )¢ t '  ' v J~  d 
#v 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Largest Spring Entered Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby wins During the Derby Wins 
A ROD & REEL A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy Courtesy 
Da iwa.  Algonquin Daiwa - Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
'A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip 'for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation included 
Leaves Terrace  Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Ter race  Oct. 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air 
Haida Travel  
Skeena Mall  
Merchants Associat ion'  
To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible 
i 
- Any salmon ca'ught in fresh 
water within a 50 mile radius 
of Terrace is e Ugible. 
- Only fish weighed in a~ the 
Overwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licence and an official entry 
form avai lableat Overwaitea 
or in each FridaYs edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald. 
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM 
"1 
=,,,,k.e...,.,, dolly herald .' 
I 
DERBY I 
Name . . . . .  -~ ,d~r / / - -~w~- -~ '~- -  " ~ T o  be completed I 
• , ~ b t ~ / ~ . l :  ' . . . , |  . " " , " 'b~ derby officials 1 
Spring r - -~ : 
I D,. cs t%_j J . . . . . . .  
 ov. - - - - I 
"~,~"  / ~ I Official We ight .~ 4 - 
Phone _ ~ N ~  
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Roughriders 
neeiling 
a big effort 
REGINA ICP) -- Run 
Lancaster has figured out 
what it will take for 
Saskatchewan Roughriders 
.to be successful in his zoo]de 
season as a head coach'ln the 
Canadian Football League. 
• "We have" to get a big, big 
effort from 33 people for 16 
gamesor we, ll go down thb 
tube," said Lancaster, 
whose efforts as a quar- 
terback, helped Saskat- 
chewan achieve success in 
the early 1970s. 
It will be up to Lancaster, 
known as the Little General . The Roughriders, wee 
during" his playing days', to intend to gowith youth m the 
spur his players to that big offensive line, are trying to 
effort - -  starting with the implement a three-four 
club's first regular season defensive set up which calls 
game tonight when it meats for depth at the ]lnehadking 
British Columbia Lions. • position.. Lamoureux  
Marshalling his forces, provides some linehacking 
Lancaster has "traded insurance behind veterans 
Preston Young to Toronto Cleveland Vann, Roger 
Argonauts for linebacker Goree and Bill Manclmk sad 
Blain Lamoureux and added hopefuls Lou Clare and Rick 
two Canadians - -  running Dundas.• 
hack Jim Duncan and wide The Lions will have to face 
receiver Pea Plersol! to the Saskatcl~ewall minus the 
roster, outside speed of Leon Bright, 
who Went home to Florida 
late Friday night to be with 
his father, in hospital 
following a shooting in- 
cident. 
Fortunate ly ,  Tennie 
Pierce, who lost out'to Harry 
Holt in an exhibition season 
hattie' for the  tight end 
position, was still in town 
and will be added to the 
starting lineup at flanker 
while Bright goes on the 
suspended ]Let. 
Pierce, at six-foot-six and 
220 pounds, will have . a 
distinct height advantage 
over Saskatchewan's new 
and somewhat inex- 
perienced cornerbacks. 
Pierce, 23, isn't worried 
about he fact that he hasn't 
played flanker since the 10th 
grade. • 
• "You have to run deeper' 
patterns than at tight end 
• and the blocking assign- 
ments are different'. But. 
basically, it's a' matter of 
learning the new pass 
routes." 
The Lions will have ;1'ore 
Kudaba at guard, sub- 
stituting for the injured• 
Glenn Leonhard; Richard 
Murray at end, replacing the 
injured Louie Richardson; 
Nick Hebeler at tackle, 
whore bebeat out Doug Sey- 
mour; John Beaten at out- 
side ltnebacker, filling In for 
the injured PaniGlreday; 
and Canadian Dou~ Carlson 
at safety, a position Vacated. ' 
when coach Vic Rapp 
dumped veteran Grady 
Cavness. 
Game time is 10 p.m. EDT. 
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:ARE SHEETS O 
I /COTTON MUSL IN  
i?;:!~.:;:prlce on boddlr~g, I ~a  s~Iie~iICe I ::i:~:::.~:~+ .These sheets are K mart Sale Price K mart Sale Price .... ::ii::7::::::. practical .as well as :::. 
i!::i~i!i:,i economical, No-iron 
i::)•:~ muslin ~onles in as. 
:::i":::.s0rted solid colours 
':~:;;: :.iWith p ri n ted panel 
• ::::;::~:;:;.turnback. Hurry in 
:;!;!i:i;!+: now for yqur set. Twin 
• ii:;:::,.and Do u bls sizes IiTi~:;::. ilVi able . . . .  • ... .... 
:,+~-+*.~t, +.. 
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A TERRIFIC SELECTION 
OF DECORATOR CUSHIONS 
. .K  
. . . . .  Ea;  
.. :... 
" -1 il ' '  
K mart Sale Price comeinColionor65% 
Cotton/35% Polyes- ' 94 ter covers. Choose 
Irom a super assort- 
ment of prints and col- 
ours. t77 diameler, At : 
this 10w price, you can 
I I~ l l .  buv more than one, 
CHECK+OUT HIS GREAT ! i 
DEAL ON BEDSPREADS :~ : :  
K mart Sale Price ~.i;::.:/ ~i:i:.i ~ .Here'a~ p~iwayto :... __ ~ _ _ ~  .. . . . . . . .  __ . . . . . . . .  
spruce i ipyoJr, beg- ~ I IIIi~:iI!!i 
'°" <'+': '+'°"' I+ ' ° "  l l Iq  
'+"+ + • ++++++++i+? 
+ ,+ooo, , , , ,o , -  m;;++ ++ 
:;YL; room/Ghoose  from ; I  : 
/: :. :assorted mater ia l s ,  
:7 Colours Be< prints . . . . .  
i:;~ + 7~7 :i:]~  U':t-'.: : i 
ABSORBENT S 
I~%COTTON 
BATHSHi iET  ~ 
': K mad Rogul~r List PriCe S.tll . 
' . :  :.7 lmar l  tieclelPrice 
!ii ~tlip OUt of the tub arid Into this .soil 
]TiTt~.$heltt, Approximately 40 x 70", 
ili Eimuttful sol id colo~cl to choose 
save save 
SPRING & SPRING &,  
SUMMER SUMMER . 
MATERIAL  MATERIAL. 
Assorted plain, pat. Assorted plain, pat- 
terned and f loral  terned and f lora 
designs to choose from. designs to choose from, 
Kmlr t  Regular List Price Kmart Regular List Prtce 
Values up to 3.~mlter Vetues up to 5.s/mstlr 
K marl Spia0lce 1 ii'ii+ 
_. I Mstle M i l le  
save. 
SPRING & 
SUMMER 
MATERIAL  
Assorted plain, pat- 
terned end f loral  
.designs to choose from. 
Kmart Regular I~lit Price 
Values up to 3.~i0mehir 
K mad Special Price 
I".,"- 
save 
CHILDRENS'  
DRESS 
LENGTHS 
Easy to sew. One seam. 
Instent sun dress. 
Choose from sizes 4.6x 
lind 1-14. 
Kmert Reguler Ust 
Prices 2.0~.3.00 
K mart Special Price 
1',.° 
ave 
LADIES 
HALTERS AND 
TUBE TOPS 
Choose from assorted 
styles, colours and 
etrlped tops. Sizes S.L. 
Kmart Regular List Price 
Values up to 2.77 
K mart Special Price 
• Its" 
LADLES 
ASSORTED 
SHORTS 
Pick end choose from 
Nylon, Velour end 
Acrylic shorts. Come In 
assorted colours end 
sizes. S.L. 
Kmart Regular Llsl Prl¢e 
Values up to/.S? 
K mart Special Price . 
4oo 
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UPER S IZE  !;7r;:77 ! ' " "  ' '=" ~" 
SLEEP IN COMFORT 
K mn~ Spe¢ al Price 
....... ~ ON FITTED MATTRESS PAD 
s . . .oo , :  PACKAGE OFTWO i t .~%pOIyESTER 50OoPoiyesio,'~0~oCO"Ol,~OIL'r~,fi, F',~lyps, ,bacli'F,liadwlth 
FOAM BAG PILLOWS DREAMY P I L L O W S  V i i i  "A  B L A N K E T  For i re 'Po yLIsfer Cotton.k id Whlt(!¢olour ' ....... I~,, 
TWIN DOUBLE QUEEN 
While Polyurethane shredded 100% chip loam filled. Assorted While Colton cover. Foam shall filled wllh Fits l v l  and Double sizes, Nylon K mill Re ulal Ii. nl,lil lie ullti K illar111 ul.r 
foam in 2 Ib bag covers. 16 x 24" and 19 x 25". chip foam inside• 18 x 26". blndlilq Lo,,.,Iv colotllS available, 72x 04 '" Lilt Piicel~0 97 L=$1 llll¢l~ ~3 gl Llll Price Ill S7 
I mad Regular List Pries 1 nit • , K mail Special Price K nlilll Opllt i:tl Piicl! l mill Upecill Price 
• I Kma. ~3-~ .,, ,  62  l:,'" I=4 .  .,;:,,, I1~27 • 067  1@57 
'+  ° " - '  ° ' ° °+ 1 Special I t* e Ea ee mately 24 x 44", 10iP/a Cotton in I ,,,<, lee, ,<. , .  ,,,- Opec, ,,,. I - .  • u . . .  =¢.  . 
,I 
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NEW YORK (AP) -- specialists elected by 
Four relievers including American League 
flreballing Jim Kern of . manager Bob Lemon and ar  Texas Rangers and announced by ]eague 
rookie Mark Clear o f .  president. Lee MaqPhail 
California Angels were are Don Stanhouse of 
named to. the American Baltimore Orioles and Sid 
League,pitching staff for Mange' of Cleveland In- 
the 50th all-star baseball dians, 
game against the ' The . AL also . chose 
National League , Boston's Bob Stanley, 
scheduled for next who is used as beth as .a 
Tuesday night in the starter and a reliever by 
Seattle Kingdome, the Red Sox, The regular 
Other bullpen starters chosen were New 
York Yankee team-mates Diego,. Mike LaCoss of 
Tommy John and Ran Cincinnati and Bruce 
Guidry, Nolan Ryan of Sutter of the Chicago 
California Angels and Culos, 
Dave Lemanezyk of Niekro, Andujar, 
Toronto Blue Jays. Carlton, Rogers, Perry 
The National League and LaCoss are all 
staff, named earlier starters while Sambito 
Tuesday, includes three arid Sutter work out of the 
Houston hurlers -- Joe bullpen. 
Niekro, Joaquln Andujar -Kern, traded to the 
and Joe Samblto-- Steve Rangers by Cleveland 
Carlton of Philadelphia, this season, has a 10-1 
Montreal's Stove Rogers, record with 15 saves and a" 
Gaylord Perry of San .league-leading 1,34 
earned-run average. 
Clear, a top candidate 
for the AL rookie of the 
year awa.rd,: has wh9-2 
record with sevenlsaves 
and a 2.56 ERA.' 
Stanlmuse is 6-1 with 12 
saves and a 2,64 ERA for 
Baltimore's East Division 
leaders. Mange is 6-6 with 
nine saves and a 1.95 
ERA. 
Of the starters,. John 
has the best record with a 
league leading 13 vic- 
I 
The Herald, Wednesday, July 11, 1111), ] ) l l e  ? 
reties and just  three 
losses. Guidry, who was 
25-3 and won the LCy 
Young Award last year, is 
0-5 with two saves and has 
~en troubled by injuries. 
Ryan is 11.6 and leads 
the league with five 
shutouts, His 151 
• strikeouts i  tops in the 
majors. Stanley is 10-5 
with one save and 
Lemanczyk 'is 7-6 with a 
3,09 ERA. 
The combined record of 
the nine-man AL staff i~ 
?8-35~ a .690 percentage, 
with 46 eaves. Six of the 
pitchers are rightlmnder~ 
with Guldry, John and 
. Monge the AL southpaws. 
Only four -- Ryan, John, 
Kern and Guldry -- have 
previous all-star ex- 
perience. 
The AL chose to pass up 
Minnesota bullpen ace 
Mike Marshall, whose 18 
saves lead the league. 
Marshall has a 9-8 record. 
,i 
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RA SET: 
~y+et  mai¢hes tier 
~ver oanelsare 40 x 
vo cotton panels are 
iulsr UctPdce 14,17 : 
t SpeoieilPrica ' 
• : 
. • w 
FLAHNEL BACK PRACTICAL • 
TABLECLOTHS VINYL TOPPER 
Polyester.Flannel with VtnyI top. Wipe messy spillsclean. Overlook 
Assorted patterns and ¢oloure. edge keeps tablecloth in place. 
54 X 72" and 60" diameter sizes, AssOrted oolours+ 52 x 70", 
Buy more than one! " . 30""Pr9 K.=O:',~+r2, 
\ Ea~_  .Ea~ 
. . . .  \ 
LOOK AT THESE SENSATIONAL BUYS 
• ALL FOR THE LOW PRICE OF88 CENTS! 
• + , 
Slbtted .turner 
a .Basting spoon Regutar turner 
, Potato masher • Handy ladle 
These kitchen utensils are a must st. @~ 
" these Jew prices, Now's your.  
chance to stock-up. All with Black' 
handles. 
" 4  
+i 
J ~, ~r 
i..  ¸  
S~ve 1~ S~'ve 1"  S~e 2 +~ 
MENS'  MENS'  DRESS MENS'  
TANK •SHIRTS DOUBLE 
TOPS ,, percent P=.=er. 35 KN IT  
Made In Canada. Plain percent Cotton. Short 
colours with contrasting 'sleeve shirts In assorted S HURTS 
trim orouns neck and oolours with designs or Assorted solid colours. 
arms. Sizes S.XL. stripes. Choose from sizes 30.38. 
K mart Regular K mart Regular 'K mart Regular 
LIpI Price 4.71 List Price 6.94 List Price 0.)'7 
K mad Special Price K mart Special Price K mart Special Price 
,oo II 5°. ° INch 6oo 
i'! © ):;:+ , 
Save 100 Save 3 
A SUPER SELECTION OF GET THiS SPAClOtJ 
FRINGED SCATTER MATS 
• These mats ere great for any room in K mart After 
yourhome,  Oval,  oblong or rectan-  Sa fePr i ce8 .47  
guler shapes come Inp attyc lourS.Assorted sizs. 5 4 !  
Sllghl impodeCtlOnl wilt sol affect waeot 
K mar t  Sa le  P r i ce  
IOUS 
CANVAS TOTE BAG 
Rayon canvas bag with K mid After 
front and back  pockets.  Sa le  P r i ce  3.94 
. Snap closure.  Cho ice  of 333 
Natural ,  Rust,  B rown or 
Nsvy.es, Assorted col- 
ours, K mar t  Sa le  P r i ce  Ea. 
Ill II Illl 
Sa~le5 TM Sa~le 1°~ Sa~e 2 00 
MENS'  BOYS '  BOYS '  
SPORT WESTERN BRUSHED 
JACKETS SHIRTS COTTON 
Long sleeve shlrts 
Assorted Solid col()ur~,, feature pearl snap SHORTS 
Striped neck and stripe buttons and 2 cheat Feature zipper front, 2 
clown arm. Sizes S.XL. pockets, Sizes 9.19. front pockets. Sizes 8.18, 
K h,arl Regular K mad Regular K mad Regular 
List Price 11.73 List Price 7,IS List Price $,oo 
K mad Special Price K mad Special Price ' K mart Special Price 
13o.o 6o o 30..0 
CHRO~E PLATED 
~AP~i~ ',tOLDER 
. . . .  ° ........... : '  II7  K malt ~el~+++r LI~J Pf i~, I: ~7¢ I( mart Spe~talPrice 
INSIJLA~ED 
Pt, ASTiC PITCHER 
I{ul{h+ .t ' ;  ,':'~ 
'+  
K ff~;~f I R~It~ttf 
t i t lPnce ~8 + 
K rnatl  Specl¢l  Pttc~ 
DURABLE RUBBER 
PLATE SCRAPER 
Lil l  Prlc~ 3"J¢ I~ach ~ ~ ~ 
K mart  Sprclal Prir.e [q  " V  
16 CUBE PLASTIC 
, j 3 97 c 
iiiiiiii:i;ili!!i~!i! ~ ; : .  ICE CUBE TRAY 
~)~:+:~+ ~P "" " :' .': IC: :" .LIII P~ice 44¢ Pact+ 
i::ii~  : ~ + ~ ,(.?.~s~!~,Z,j~.~ .... ............. 
........ ' • .... " STURDY, WOODEN 
Save 5" Save 4 TM 1 x , ,r<h 
• - -++'"  1 !?  WALNUT FINISH STAINLESS STEEL. L,,I I,,,. t~s FLOWER STAND TEA SET-  5 PCS. ~ m. s,em, ~ .... ' 
Sturdy base with4 .mid S.,.'., Ap~,o ~h~p~ s'm w,,,, ~m~..." ~'~'~*""'~+~+~+WHITE NUGGETT ~ '  
p,add les  to  ho ld  L l l tP r l c r  I~ .~ teapot ,  sugarbowl ,  UstPr i r  1541 
floworpel, Great fo r13 .~r  c_o.+,.+ 9 e? ~,oEPo,.,s, plant lovers. 'rod oblong tray. ~.7 InL bathe " ' " '+  ....... 
K mid Special ~lc! • K mart Special Price K mad Reou]ar 
. . . .  L l l l  Prier 1,23 
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I'll K ~11d Spicial Prl¢~ ' 
L 
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Airlines withdraw d/arging rights denied 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Pacific even before it had been would allow Thomson to say cross-examin'ation on it. heard a submission from the The committee should same time assure t;esid~nts be regulated only to such a : 
Western' Airlines and presented "creates great a few words. "This panel is a cotirt of government of Alberta adopt policies that 'would . of adequ'ate regularly/- degree as to ensure an 
Transair withdrew £rom prejudice," said Nordair. Thomson thensaidcertain record and, as such, should calling for an easing of stimulate growth of air scheduled services, adequate degree "of  '~ 
public meetings • of the Hank Intven, counsel for information was given to the act judicially," said regulations on charter travel for vacation, family "reliable, regular scheduled 
federal air transport corn- the Consumers Association committee by Wardeir May Thomson. fligSts "to encourage in- and recreation purposes, Dr. KarlRuppenthai of the services." 
mittee Tuesday, saying they of Canada, said he would 3 and that this information novation and thus to give the traveller the best University of British "There should be no rags- ii 
had been denied funds- have oppesed a motion to cut should be presented by the With thatwrangiing.outof st imulate dtscretionar~ pesalble value for his money, Columbia said air tran- lationsimplyfocthesakebf ; 
mental rights, off discussion of domestic airline nnd then ha subject to the way, the committee travel.", encourage tourism but at the sportatinn i  Canada should regulation," he said. 
The withdrawal came charters. 
ARTHUR DIES =AT : after the committee But it was a fundamental FIEDLER I]4 chairman, Malcolm Arm. rule of fairness that the 
strong, said he would not motion should be presented ' ~ " ..... 
a, Th is  man made mi l l i ons  in  records  lng the two carrier, to make Armstrong also ran into  formal motion that the trouble with committee 
meetings consider only in- member Barrie Thomson, a ' • " : 
ternational air charter former committee' chair- BOSTON CAP) -- Arthur "a courtly man who in- feel a little melancholic. I . planned televised ! "I can't imagine the Pops ocher'American this:century 
Fiedler, the stocky, white- trodueed millions to the regret I 'm not with them celebration Dec. 17 bn his without him," said Dtckson. • to bring music out of the regulations and put aside man. 
discussion on domestic Armstrong had ruled haired maestro who ecru- infinite variety and pleas- all." 84th birthday. The world, of music narrow confines of concert 
charters, against an Air Canada manded the Boston Pops.for tires of mustc. Fiedler, Whose love of Fiedler eturned to the pc- mourned Fiedler, one of the ' halls and make it available 
"We have been prejudiced motion that would have had a half-century and whose "The Fourth of July march time, fireworks, fire dinm May I to conduct a ha. 'first conductors to play the to the bread spectrum of 
ins serious way," asidJ. C. witnesses atthehearingtaks recordings, sold tens of concerts (observing U.S. hats and fire. engines gave tionally televised Pops 'Bcatles' music in a sym. American people." Pops 
Majors, lawyer for the two an oath to tell the truth and millions of copies, died at his Independence Day) he him a pixieish image, was a concert. A few days later he phony hall, concerts, Kennedy said, will 
home of cardiac arrest originated.., became a part shrewd showman. In his had a fainting spell, was "ArthurFiedlerwasatre- heaporpetualmonumantto carriers. "This is a denial of to be cross-examined on 
our fundamental rights as their testimony. Tuesday. He was 84. Of our national tradition," later years,.he cashed in on hospitalized for three weeks, mendeus force in making Fiedler. 
participants." In tribute, the orchestra Carter said. "He gave us the his celebrity image to en- and did not again appear nn millions love music," fellow Over the course of 50 
Armstrong replied that he The chairman added tha't planned a performance of best.loved, classics with a dorse a restaurant chain and a public podium. ~ conductor Andre Kostelanetz years, Fiedlar molded the 
regretted MaJors'd decision there would he no discussion Stars and Stripes Forever at joyous mixture 0f country, other.commercial items and Fiedler was found dead at said. "He was heard and Pops intoaB~toninstitution 
and hoped he would of his ruling but Thomson Boston Symphony Hall - -  jazz and popular works." earned over $200,000 a year about'7 a.m. Tuesday on the seen probably by more that lovingly fed elasoical 
reconsider. But he said he three times insisted he without a conductor. The Fiedier died six days after waving his baton throughout floor of his bedroom in people than any other con- • music'to people who swore 
didn't want the scope of the wanted to record his John Philip Sousa march the 51st annual July 4 con- the U.S. nearby Bronkiine, Mass., by ductor." they did not like classical 
charter discussions to be disagreement with the was a favorite of the con- certes the Esplanade on the He remained vigorously his wife, Ellen Bottomley His weekly TV program, music.. 
confined, decision, ductor, whose death was Charles River. active until he was Fiedler. Evening at Pops, had the 
A number of other airlines He also said Thomson was mourned by. his native city, For thelirst, ime since the hospitalized last November Harry Ellis Dlckson, largzst audience of any For 10 weeks each spring, 
indicated they disagreed out of order but then called a music colleagues and music orchestra started the out- for exhaustion and un- Fiedler's assistant for 25 proqram distributed by the  he channe[led the sometimes 
with the decision of the brief recess when Thomson lovers around' the world. ~ dsoreoncertsin1928,Fiedlar de went brain surgery in years, quoted Mrs. Fiedier PUDIic Broadcasting Ser-" forbidding virtuosity of 
chairman. Nordair said it again insisted on speaking. President Carter, in • a was unable to conduct he December to correct dif- as saying, "What a relief for. vice. . Boston Symphony Orchestra 
would consider other legal After the five.minute statement issued, by the Pops himself. In a final in- ficuity in' walking. The Arthur" after the maastro's In Washington, musicians into the musical 
remedies. Tu reject a motion break, Armstrong said" he White Home, called Fiedler terview, he told reporters, "I illncssforcedhimtocaneela death. Massachusetts Senator tastes of the man on the 
' Edward Kennedy said street. For most people, he 
[ [ [ [ [~ I Fledler "did more than any was the Pops. 
• i 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY Doctor  p lans  s tudy  
• I II i n to  hea l th  hazard  
S CONTRACTING Ready MIxConcreteoSand, Grave,,,oo~o,, O,~,n Wayside Groceries v~¢ouv~,~, -~ longshoremen, subsequent to VAN J rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of. searcher Dr. Stofen Grzys- their exposure to the 
Cement, V- Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent., bowski of Vancouver asbestos from 1939 to 1945. 
Furniture Repair General Hospital plans to Hesaidheisaskingunfonsto 
• WE DELiVER SATURDAYS 4711-G Keith Ave. study the ~health of Van- provide lists of workers to 
Restorations, Hope Chests PHONE635-3936 couver and Victoria dock- interview. 
F.J.H. READYMIX Your  friendly convenience store workers who were heavily 
~Cust0m Made Furniture Refinishing co.,t,u~to, Ltd. expelled to asbestos while 
, ,~f~r '~ 71~ . ~ . handling cargo during the JEANS SELL FOR $150 
• • ' Second World W~£ MONTREAL (CP) - -  Jag General Building Contracting ~ ~ / : . .  HOURS, 
635-5585 Weekdays 6:30  am - 12 midn ight  [ Dr. Grzysbowski said Canada, a Monireal-based ~ Monday he expects to apply company with boutiques 
Plant Off Krumm Road " [ hi the federal government across Canada, ha, in- 
Thornhill Weekends 9 : O0 am to 12 midnight I for a research grant by the troduced a limited edition of 2610 Kalum St. Terrace end of July. The study would jeans which cost $150 and 
be designed to cover a health We a solid 18-carat gold 
' ' span of 40 years; • • name plate and gold metallic 
For Insights Plumbing.. Heating. Commercial Servicing "During the Second World stitching. "We decided to 
Residential. Industrial .Specializing Gas Fitting War, dockworkers at both come out with something 
~ ~  into Insurance and Sheet Metal Shop Vancouver and Victoria completely different for 
~ --FamilyProteclion B l ge were heavily exposed to someene very special," says --Mortgage Insurance Ch  l i  ' S~W .--Business Insurance ar  e e a n  r asbestos," Dr. Grzysbowski company president Rene 
~[lY~lb~--lncome replacement said in an interview. Lev.Ary, who adds only 200 
He wants to study the pairs of, the jeans will be 
~--Reg is tered  Retirement Planning : PLUMBING& HEAT ING LTD. .  i !';~. h~alth 0i~tttrhd:: of th6: made~ ~ "=: ~:~ _ 
"~ '• '1 '  " ' ~ ' '~ " " ' " . . . .  " Br ian  Montgomery "Unique Bathroom Boutlclue .... . 
4436 LAKELSE AVENUE • i 
Representative F:).O. Box 534 PHONE 635.9319 
Business Manu Life Business TERRACE, E A R N IN G S 
635-9236 The Manubctuters UteInsurance Cornp,tnv 635-9236, Install & Service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
I 
I I 
EASTSIDE Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. MR BUSINESSMAN! PlpoCorp. Ltd., ulne months GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT l . " ended May 31: 1979, 
OPEN SFnVtNG TERRAOE & K IT iMAT DOLLAR ' $9,150,948.'1978, $9,145,600,$1'5051.97.a sh re; 
AUTHORIZED Loehlel Exploration LAd., 
7 DAYS A WEEK s ,v,c This Space Is Reserved cents.three months ended April 30: To Serve You DEPOT i979, $99,000, I.T cents a 
Philips, Magnavox, Zenith 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9=11 Sanyo,'l'oshlloa ' .n  dollarMONTREALin terms((~P)of Canndiatt-- U,S. share; 19'/8, IH34,000, 2.3 
4438 Lakelse 635-2104 Mon.-Sa,. ,a .m. ,p.m. For Your An, -- " funds at 3:30 p.m, EDT Peerless Rug Ltd., three Friday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. Tuesday was up -21-50 a t  months ended May 16: 1079, 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 4~231.akelse fi354543 $1.1612. Pound sterling .was $618.000. 31 cents a share; 
up 2.50 at $2.5779. 1978, $457,000, 23 cents. 
InNewYork, the Canadian Superpaek Corp. Ltd., 
dollar was down 31-100 a t  year ended.Nov, 30: 1078, 
$0.8612, and pound sterling $35;745 (loss); 1977, $90,241,  OOR (,I A(:IER was up 1.35 at $2,2200. 16 cents a share. 
], .~,% 4418 Legion Avenue D ' ' = " '  s , , ,  o, i, STOCKS g.J£$1g# A Ter race ,  B.C. Rug clcaning by hot water extraction 
. ,~,~* . ,' 2 rooms & hallway -$70 - mo6t houses i 
• .~"  FREE ESTIMATES ' 
Custom finish ng - Renovations. Additions 
CEDARSPEClALISTS A (,Oral)let(' (,lass' and 635-6622 4732 Halliwell TORONTO (CP) -- The VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Box 643 635-4656 Terrace, B,O Aluminum Serv ice  Toronto stock market was' Prices were mixed in heavy 
• ' down sharply at the close of trading Tuesday on the 
active trading Tuesday. Vancouver Stock Exchange, 
Volume to close was 5,511,784 
The TSE 300 index fell 6,13 shares. 
• ~, to 1580.16.' . In the industrials, ¢. Cleaners Ltd i • RENOVATING BICYCLES- ETC. ' Volume was 5,36 million 'Pagurinn traded heavily, up • . .40 at $4.50 on 74,700 shares, 
compared with 5.49 million Finning Tractor was steady 
• FORTHE BEST IN Monday. at$37 on 17,950, Taro In- 
Handyman Unlimited Among indust r io ]s ,  dustrieswasunchongedat 
CLEAN I NG Falconbridge Nickel A lost 2 $3,55 on 4,100 and Northway 
2 LOCATIONS to $62, Northern Telecom 13/4 Gestalt was unchanged at 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini  Mall . to ,$421/4, CAE Industries 1~ $1.55'on 3,950. Dam was off 
(Next to Mr.  Mikes) Call BILL or DALE 3943Mo, untainview to$1lV4, NormlckPerron 1V4 ~/s at $16~ and Hal Reach 
down .05 at $4.15. 
On the resource and 3212 KALUM PHONE 635-6357 I 635-2838 630.e277or 635.39,7 Terrace, B.C. to $0V4 and Cominco l to $39. was 
.... ~_  Nowsco 'Well Service development board • New 
gained 4 to $39, OPI Ltd. A Cinch jumped .55 at $~,80 on 
' ~dm~ 21/4 to $30~, Argus Corp. 2 to a turnover of 287,025 shares, 
$25~/~, Noranda Mines % to Action Resources was up .18 
Pro-Teoh Eleotronios Engineering MAR COI /X  RESIDENTIAL P[LUM--/IBING ~F& HOT WATER '$00% and Power Corp. % to at $1,78 on 177,768, Qul.taine 
Offices, Custom HEATING ALTERATIONS & SERVICE $13~/e. Resources was unchanged at
• $2.80 on 151,-200 and Con- 
SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT i h iu ,  & /~  ' McIntyre Min,es dropped solldated Boundary was up ILS___I_~ homes. Fireplaces We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment a,4 to $48, Brenda Mines ~ to .02 at .95 on 128,033. Barrier 
AppllanceslncludingMicrowave '/~Y Jan's [I $19,, and Campbell NBuRed $1.07ReefRes°urceswanup'02atand United Macfle was 
Warranty Depot remodellit & General Carpentry [ Heatin Lake Mines % to $22'/~. 
Sanyo$oundeslgn, Kenwood, Admlra~ Mines was up 40 cents to up .12 at .07, / 
# 
Morse Electrophonic ~ ~, ,~ $3.60 .and Conwest Ex- On the curb exchange. 
. . . .  {~v ~,...-.-~.~ , Tormex Resources surged 
~,,~..,~ ,wv. Canadian Superior Oil fell .60 at $3.35 on 139,600. 33011KALUM 635-5134 6-3916 Mounta inv lew Ave., Terrace . , . ,~  ~s  J4~n , 
,~ , . . . . . .  2~,~ to $137, Total Petroleum Neptune Resources Jumped 
North America 11/s to $26% .55 at $1.37 on 118,800 and 
and Mountain States Ascot Petroleum was up .18 
Resources % to $131/z. at $1.16 on 7'9,000. Poney Ex- 
Ca l l  us  a t  635 .63579 to  5 Canedis, Homestead Oils ploratinnWarrants wasan- rose % to $21% and Amaiga- changed at.10 and Carpenter 
mated Bonanza Pete l/z to Lake Resources was up.22 at 
,. I IIII I II [ IIII m,,~. ..is. 
• _ . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
• . | 
# P P 
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¢e Prices Effective till Saturday July 14, 1979 • While Quantities Lasts 
• We reserve the right to limit Quantities 
LAD I ES' 
T-SH I RT TOPS 
Short sleeve T.Shlrte 
ere of Cotton or 
Polyester. Choose from 
aalortlci styles and 
¢ol0wS. Sizes ~l,;,-: 
Kmorl Regulor l,;llt Price 
Values up to 1.1B 
Each 
1" II vel" 
SWIM SUITS 
Choose from assorted 
styles and coloura. Sizes 
S-L. 100 percent Nylon. 
K mart Regular 
List Pdce 6.44 
leach 
~AD I ES' HORT SETS 
Sleeveless str pad tops 
lOOperceet Nylon• Plain 
coloured shorts 100 
percent Polyester. Sizes 
S-L. 
K mart Regular 
List Price 4.tt 
UU .... " 
latch 
!iiii:ii i . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LADI ES' 
TANK 
TOPS 
Sleeveless tops of 100 
percent cotton In 
assorted stripes. Sizes 
KSmL~rt Regular List Price 
Values up to 3.1t9 
K marl Special Price 
200.  
LADLES' 
SPORT 
BRIEFS 
91% Nylon/9 o;, Span. 
dex. Elasticized legs and 
waist. White or ~eige. 
M-XL. 
K mad Aller 
Sale Price 2,27 
K mart Sale Price . 
GIRLS' CUTE 
• SWEATSHIRT 
OR DENIMS 
Sweatshirt Denim Jeans 
Hooded Acrylic- 100% COtton with 
' knit with brushed 5 pockets, flare 
inside, Zip front, legs, zipper front• 
Kangaroo pock- Indigo Navy.  
ets, Navy or Red, Sizes 7-14. 
4-6X. 
I K mart Regular List Price 7.54 
• !! ~ii~!i ~I/::!i~ •!i  
NOT NECESSARILY 
AS ILLUSTRATED 
, :" . . / : :  
I 
"i 
55 ° 
GIRLS' 
4-6X 
T-SHIRT 
Long sleeve Acrylic 
with turtle neck, As- 
sorted colours. 
K mart Regular 
List Price3.23 
E a .  ' 
GIRLS' 
7.14 
ToSHIRT 
Long sleeve Acrylic 
with turtle neck• As- 
sorted colours. 
K mad Regular 
List I~1cs3.64 
K mart Special Price 
Ee. 
SK ENA MALL 
4761 LAKELSE AVE.  TERRACE 
OPEN 
WED., THURS. & FRI. 
to 9:30 PM 
• il ~ :: :!~:i i: :i:~!:~i : : !  ~ :~:  
t Advertised Merchandise Policy ~. WeLco.e 
Our firm intention ~s to have every sdverhsad dem in stock on our shelves If an advertised item is 
not ava lable for purchase dua to any unforeseen reason Kmsr tw ' l l ssueaRa lnCheck°n  ~-~ 
comparable quahty dam at a comparable reduchon m price Our policy Is to give our customers 
sa ~sfschon always t " ' . K mart Canada Lima ed , 
. . . . .  
4 
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TERRAGE DRUGS ,To. 
1101 Kalum 635-7274 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
. . ,  , . :  , :  . . , ; .  
• COMING:EVENTS 
2, NOTICES 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sortlons "$1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ed has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.S6 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL.  POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$6.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
34, FOR RENT 
MISC. - 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publication Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIF IED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
38'WANTED MISC. 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
• lrvice cha .rge.ot ss,qo ¢0 all. 
N.S.F. cheques. ! ; ,. ~ ,, 
WEDDING DESCRIP -  
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5•S0 
Funerals S•SO 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
1 
'COMING EVENTS. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION • 
RATES 
Effective 
October 1, 1976 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth 15•00 
By Mall 6 ruth 25.00 
By Mall year 45.00 
Sanlor Citizen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VOG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to  retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Bo~( 
Reply Service, and to repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
,tq publl~sh an advertisement 
orl In.the event of an erroi" 
' ~ app~eaf;Ing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ed. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Adver tlsements must 
comply with the .British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits arty ad. 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
28.: TV &::STEREO 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Weight Watchers meeting 'Avai=-.ble! 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. Phone 635-5636 
at the Knox United Church ALCOHOLICS . 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Man. 8:30 p.m. United 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction Church. 
Group ln Kltlmat: telephone Man. 6 p .m. .  Alanon . 
632.3713. Skeena Health Unit. 
MEETINGS: Th,Jrs. or Sat• 8:30 p.m. Mills 
'Monday - Step Meetings• Memorial Hospital. (nc.tfn) 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United Birthright Office 
Church. Alternative to Abortion 
Fridays.Open Meetings 6:30 3.4621 Lakelse • 635.3907 
p.m. Skeena Health Unit, Wednesday I p .m. -3  p.m. 
KII rrat Genera; Hospltel. and 4 p.m.. 5 p.m. or phone 
AI-AnonMeetlnns. Tuesdays ~nyllme: Lisa 635-3164, 
• 6:00 p.m. Ur,ted Church ,~rol 635-5136 [notfn] 
(nc) 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL,, 41. MACHINERY 
FOR SALE 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
6 In the Skeena Health Un'lt. 
For more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 
Rape Reliof 
Abortion CoJ,l~Hllng 
& Crisis LIne for 
Women 
638.8389 
WANTED DUNATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2236 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., v.,. will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 48, .:. SUITES 
FOR RENT 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets. Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to abortion 
) .m. - -Un l ted  Church Phone 632.4602 ,lnytlme. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechako Centre• 
Skeena Health Unit 
321'5.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 DECEMEE R 
The following are a few of Tuesday, December 4, 1979. 
the services offered locally Small Bingo 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment. 
Held at the Thornhlll 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysliters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Ira- 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children• Held 
on third Monday of every 
month• Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1-2 p.m. 
V.O. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems• 
SPEECH AND HEARING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612'Grleg Avenue: 
Hearing tests will be done by 
referral from family doctor 
or community health nurse. 
638.1155. 
LONG TERM C.~,RE 
Office at No. 205.4621 Lazelle 
Sunday, December' 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
. Tuesday, December 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, December 23, 1979. 
S2,000.00 Bingo 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4451 GREIG AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
VaG IM4 
635-4906 
(NC-23Dec) 
CWL Fall Bazzar will be held 
October 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Verltes School 
• Gym. (No24Oct) 
l ,  
Rebekah Lodge Rummage 
Sale, Saturday, August 18th. 
10a.m. to 1 p.m. Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Munroe ~t. 
Donations of articles ac- 
cepted. Phone 635-2794 for 
further Information. (NC- 
18Aug )
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Saturday, 
November 10th., Oddfellows 
Hall, 3222 Monroe St. (NC- 
10Nov.) 
• Tel;race Christian Academy 
wil l  be holding pre 
registration the week of July 
16-201h. This will be at 3341 
Rlver Drive from 1 p.m. to 6 
p.m. dally. For further In- 
formation please call 638. 
1561. (NC.10July) 
NOTICE 
OF PARTIAL 
RIGHT-OF-WAY 
CLOSURE 
Notice is given pursuant 1o 
Section 11 of. the,:':Hlgh.way 
Act" that a: ro.ad Right-of, 
Way created under the  
provisions of'Section 8 of the 
"Highway Act" within 
Crown Land at Tatogga Lake 
0Pposlte Ministry of TroD- 
Ave. Tel 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and soclal 
rehabilitation done by 
~onsultant. 
635-9196. ' sportatlon, Communications 
and Highways Maintenance 
Establishment Reserve on 
Highway No. 37 Is hereby 
discontinued and closed as a 
public Highway. 
Signed, 
The Honorable 
A.V. Fraser 
Minister of Transportation 
Communications and 
Highways 
(A4.11,10,25J.uly,1Aug) 
Kermode Fr iendsh ip  
Society's Teen Club will be 
going on a beer & pop bottle 
drlveon Saturday, July 141h, 
1979 between 11:30 & 2 p.m. 
In the Terrace, Thornhlll 
areas. Donations can be 
phoned Into 635-4906. (NC- 
13July) 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCHEDULES 1979 
JUL'Y 
Tuesday, Juiy 10, 1979. Small 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 I~ark Ave. Terrace 
635-7249 
.(_,~,o7.79) 
• GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
. 635.3479"anytlme 
(AM-6.6.79) 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
AVON REPRESEN-  
TATIVES TO WORK IN 
THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 
Copperslde Estates, Sandy, 
Mountvlew, & Crestvlew. 
Paquefle, Pine area. Phone 
Norms at 635.7496. (Ctfn. 
M.W.F.-6.7.79) 
WORRI ED ABOUT 
STRIKES AND 
LAYOFFS I N 
YOUR PRESENT JOB 
We are offering a secure, 
year round employment, for 
five people, no experience 
necessary. Income of $460.00 
per week based on four or- 
ders, Must have car as a 
small amount of travelling Is 
necessary. Phone for ap- 
pointment 635-9726 and ask 
for Mr. Allan. {A5-11July) 
Auto Mechanlcs needed ! 
Immediately. Apply In 
person to Terrace Totem 
Ford 4631 Kelth Ave. Ask 
for service manager. (C4- 
6,9,11,13July) 
Auxiliary Of tics Assists'Dr 
2 required August I to 31 
for Skeena Health Unit, 
Long Term Care africa. 
Qualifications: 1 year 
previous office ex. 
perlenca; ability to type' 
50.•words per  mlnute; 
Salary $946.00 pJu~,' $52.80 
Special Living Allowance. 
App l i ca t ion .  fo rms 
available at the 
Provincial Government 
Office. 
(A3.12July) 
• BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635-6757. 
(cffn-25-06.79) 
For sale component stereo 
system, Yamaha amp., 
Phillips turntable, Warfdale 
speakers. To see and hear 
phone 638.1416. (P3.11July) 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENT & SALES 31. 
FLOOR Furniture, ap- GARAGE SALE 
pllances, power tools, hand r 
tools, clean small cars, Garage sale on Merkley 
motorbikes, beats, motors or road. Household Items, tools, 
any  other goods In ac- moving must sell. Held on 
captable condition. Saturday, July 14th 10 a.m. 
Terrace Auction Mart,  to 4 p.m. (C3-13July) 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley. 
635.5172. (Ctfn-29-06-79) 3 2, 
13. 
PERSONAL. 
MOTORCYCLES 
For sale 3 trailer axles. 1 
GMC 4 speed transmission. 
Chev truck bumper. 
one after six 635-7925. ( P3- 
uly) 
For sale chesterfield& chair 
set $260.00, table & 4 chairs 
$50.00,•40 Channel CB.& SWR 
metre $175.00, 1 coffee table 
$I0.00. Phone before 4 p.m. 
or after 8 p.m. 635.9094. (P5- 
13July) 
35mm Pentax SPIO00 with 
standard 55ram lens. 
Takeumar lenses, ~ wide 
angle (28 degrees), fish eye 
(17 degrees). Zoom (85- 
210ram). Cannon 1014 Mavis 
camera, 10 to 1 zoom plus 
many features. Phone 632- 
$165. (P5-17July) 
For sale four mechanical 
camper lacks and all 
mounting hardware'. ' Good 
condition. $75 firm. ~ Phone 
635-4716 after 5. (P3.13July) 
4x8 pool fable with slate top. 
National brand, Includes 
pool cues and accessories. 
$500.00. Phone 635-6OI1. (C5. 
17July) 
SPOT CA5H i 
for 
Your old furniture, ~ guns 
--what have you. We buy: 
- sell • swap. trade. 
QUEESNWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kilum st. 
Ph. 638.1613 
(atfn-25-5-79) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfe l lows  Ha11-3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635-2794 or 
635.5661. (Attn.9.7.79) 
120x80 service lot, fenced on 
Copper River Road In 
Coppers lde Estates .  
Reasonable rent. Phone 845. 
7567(Houston). (C4~13July) 
Needed ride into town week- 
days between 0:15 and 8:45. 
Lave'on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638.1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Ctfn-stf) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Designed to have 24 
foot boat. Phone 635.6777. 
(Cffn-3-7-79) 
21 foot Relnell Express 
Cabin cruiser, 302 Mer. 
cruiser in-outboard. Depth 
sounder, C.B., Stereo & 
much more. PIuse tandem 
axle trai ler. 6000 Ibs. 
capacity. Must see to ap- 
preciate. Full price $13,900 
O.B.e. Phone 635-2003) (sff. 
fin) 
1973 22 foot bosh Inboard. 
~uthoard 302 V-8 plus 270 
Volvo Penta overdrlge.1976 
Roadrunner tra i ler .  4~ust 
sell. Contact Bob at 635.6391 
or 79a.2567 after 6 p.m. (C5- 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 15, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, July 24, 1979. Small 
Bingo 
Sunday, July 29, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
AUGUST 
Tuesday, August 7, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 12, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, August 21, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, August 26, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
SEPTEMBER 
Tuesday, September 4, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday,September 9, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bh,go 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
OCTOBER 
Tuesday; October 9, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 14, 1979. 
$2,000.00 
Tuesday, October 23, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, October 20, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
NOVEMBER 
Sunday, November 4, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 13, 1979. 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, November 18, 1979. 
$2,000.00 Bingo 
Tuesday, November 27, 1979. 
Small" Bingo 
': .......... 16July) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 1 wish to purchase 16 foot 
engine, goo:l condition, square back canoe. 
Preferably with l i fe 
preservers and paddles. 
1972 Kawazakl 3501 Good Phone 638-1670. (P4. 
11,12,16,17July) 
Mr. Jeddy Pausen please $1,200 OBO. Phone 638-103.*. 
contact Mr.J. Hurdell at 635- after 5 P.m. (stfn-tfn) 
3566. (C5-13July) 
INSIST ON THE BEST 
Concrete' septic tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(AM-6-6-79) 
COLLIE R EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
PHONE 635.5340 after six 
Ctfn.14.6-79) '~ 
I 
RUPERT STEEL 
& 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Don't kn~w what to do 
wlth that plle of scrap 
Iron, odd pieces of brass, 
copper, a luminum, 
batteries? We buy small 
and large quantities alike 
and are located on Seal 
Cove Rd., Prince Rupert. 
Call us at 624-5639, Man. 
through Sat., 8 a.m..  5 
running condition. Phone 
635.4246. (C8-13JulyI 
1973 Yamaha 100 LTZ. Good 
running condition. Phone 
635-9537 after 6 or can be 
seen at 4643 Straume Ave. 
(Nostf) 
1978 Honda JOSCC twin.star. 
Windshield & saddle begs• 
Pearl blue. Like new. Asking 
SI,200. Phone 635-3256. (PE. 
11July) 
Yamaha Endura 100. Nice, 
clean bike. Low mileage. 
$650.00. Owner leaving town. 
Must sell. Phone 635-2145. 
(P3.12July) 
Forsale Honda CBX 1047CC 6 
cylinder, A-1 shape. Asking 
$4800. Phone 638.1396. (P5- 
17JulyI 
SEKiNG 10speed. Like new. 
Phone 638.1212 (Attn.6.7.79) 
Complete set of mechanic's 
tools. Best o f f  over 
S2000.O0. Phone 638-~J77 or 
can be seen at District 
Garage Highway 16 & Eby. 
(C3.13July) 
Electric sawmill includes 3 
saw edger, cut off saw [& 3 
bunk carriage. Apply to Box 
31 Nass Camp, B.C. (C15- 
23July) 
For qUick sale 'by owner, 
close to schools. Frldge & 
T.V., mortgage available, 
Cash also. Furnished or 
unfurnished. 1975 Granada~ 
1970 Hornet. Owner leaving 
country. A Bargain.Must 
Sell. Phone 635.4740. (Cl. 
11July) 
3 bedroom completely un- 
furnished duplex for rent. 
Phone 635.9775. (CE-17July) 
2 bedroom ' t sement suite 
for rent on Loan Ave. 
Available Immediately. Call 
any time at 635.7592. (C2- 
11July) ' 
For sale 5 acre hobby farm 
In town. Ideal for horse 
lovers. Barn, riding • ring, 
paddocks, .pasture area.  
comfortable 2 bedroom 
basement home. By ap- 
pelntmont only• Phone 638. 
8480. (P3-11July) 
Aflractlve 3 bedroom home 
on 1/2 ecre'of land. Spacious 
l i v ing  I:oom, carpeted" 
throughout, Alcan aluminum 
siding; large brick fire place 
with glass doors, double 
garage with wood doors, 
workshop, cabin with 
plumbing and wiring, fully 
landscaped with sltrubs & 
garden area. Phone 638.8483 
for appointment to view. 
(P5-13July) 
HOME FOR SALE 
3 bedroom, full basement, 
carport, greenhouse, storage 
shed, garden planted, acorn 
fireplace, 11/2 baths. Quiet 
location 3319 Pheasant 
Street. For appointment o 
view, please call 635-5310. 
(CB-T2July) 
1158 sq. ft. 3 bedroom log 
home on 5.39 acres. S 
minutes from town. Asking 
$66,000.00. Phone 635.7840 for 
appointment to view. (Ctfn. 
3-7.79) 
,a,' 
3 bedroom house with 
basement suite. Available 
for Occupancy Immod ete[y. 
Also 41 bedroom Executive' 
house with double •fireplace. 
Phone 635.2153 after 3:30 for 
appointment ~ view. '(P3- 
13July) . .  • 
Quelt country home on 11/a 
acre twelve miles east of 
Yerrace on the north side at 
the 5keona River. Asking 
Price $23,500.00. Interested 
parties only please phone 
635-4371 after 7. (C10- 
12Junly) 
Wanted to rent: Motor Home 
for August 6th to August 
27th. Phone 635.4226. (C5- 
12JulyI 
Wanted To Rent 1 or 2 
bedroom apartment or house 
in town. Call 635.2866 leave 
message for Dabble. (PE- 
13July) 
For rent: the Terrace NDP 
office• Available June 1, 
197g, air-conditioned. 4623 
Lakelse Avenue. Phone 635- 
2552. (Ctfn.01.06-79) 
Warehouse or manufac- 
turing space available im- 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
downtown Iocatlon. Phone 
635-7840. (Ctfn.3.07-79) 
For rent 900 square feet on 
second floor, air conditioned. 
Located at 4623 Lakelea Ave. 
Phone 635-2552. (Ctfo-6.7.79 
J Warehouso /, rental space 
available on new By .  
Pass. Phone 6311.1166. 
(Clfn.03.07.79) 
WAREHOUSE and 
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By- 
pass. Phone 
636-1166 ' 
(ctfn-13-04-79 
I I  
Lot 10 ,%ucle Ave. 
Residential Building lot. 
Price $19,500. Phone Mr. 
Fluton 562.4114 days, 964.7403 
evenings. (Cs-13July) 
5.3 acres w i th  part ial ly 
finished home In Woodland 
Helghts Subdivision. Phone 
638~1606. (P4.13July) '~ 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
freed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
$51,$00. Offers. For more 
Informatlon contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson ' 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.397S 
(tfn-stf) 
Ski cabln for sale on Hudson 
Bay Mountain. Fully fur- 
nlshed. Propane heat, Ilght & 
stove, plus wood heater. 
S14000, Firm. Phone 635.4089. 
(Cs-12July) 
Fully equipped local con- 
venlence store with living 
'accomodetlon. Store does 
good year round turnover. 
For further 'information 
contact Bo.x 1214 care of 
Dally Herald. (Ctfn-26.06.79) 
EXCEPTIONAL 
• BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
'- Under $4000 investment 
Proven new product- 
service 
. -Exclusive marketing area 
- Start part.time, build to 
full.time ' 
complete training & 
promotion program 
Low operating costs 
- Successful dealers for 
reference 
REPLY P.O. Box 1445 
Pr. George, B.C. 
Phone 944.9881 
(C3.9,11,13July) 
1973 Belalr Chev. In ex. 
callent condition; P.S., P.B., 
radio, steel belted fires. Also 
I reconditioned electrolux 
vaccum.. Phone 635-6672 
after 6 p.m. (Ps-13July) 
V.8 Vega, Immaculate, 350-. 
LTl12 bolt 4.20. Gears over, 
$7500.00 invested. Serious 
offers only phone 635.6844 
after • 5 p.m. (CB- 
9,11,13,16,18,20July) 
1968 Cougar, 7000 miles on 
rebuilt motor. Some rust.. 
Asking $600.00. Phone 635- 
6484 stter:$.p.m. (P3.13July) 
. SlODataun station 
wagon. 2 sets of fires. Must 
sell. Phone 635.9245 after 5 
p.m. (P5-13July) 
1972 Corvette, good running 
condition, many extras. 
Phone 635.2243 days or 635. 
2612 evenings. (P10-18July) 
1968 Ford Galaxy 500. P.S., 
P.B., v-a.Auto. Good running 
condition. Phone 635.4246. 
(CB-13July) 
1969 Camaro convertable. 
P.S., P.B., Auto, V-8, 350. 
Excellent running condition. 
Phone 638.1318. (PS.16July) 
1969 Lincoln Conllnental, 
4 door. Absolutely mint 
cond i t ion .  460.V.8, 
climate control, crulso 
control, suicide doors, 
etc. Phone Kltlmat 632. 
2806 for appointment o 
view. (Ps-17July) 
1975 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x~,. Step 
side-4 speed. Phone 638.1121 
or 635-3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfn. 
1.5.79) 
1956 1 ton Internatlenal. Good-- 
runnlr~g condition• View at 
5833 McDeek. (NC-Sff.tfn) 
1975 Ford F-2S0 4x4. 358, V.8, 
P.S., P.B. comj)lete with 
canopy, 23 channel CB, twin 
CB arlels, 0 track tape 
player. Evenings please 
)hone 635.7517. )Ctth.19.06. 
79) 
1977 Dodge pick up, heavy 
duty I/= ton. Long box, 6 
cylinder, STP, P.S., P.B., 8 
track stereo. Like new, 
26,000' miles reasonably 
priced. Phone 632.6647. (C5. 
17July) 
For sale 7B Sliver Dodge 
maxl van. P.S., P.B., 360 cu. 
Inch, custom built Interior. 
AM.FM, cassette, 6 
speakers, Icebox, sink, bed 
and extras. Must be seen. 
Ask for Rob. Phone 632.57,17. 
(C2.12July) 
For sale 1965 ~ ton Marc. 
Running condition. 5375.00. 
View at 358B Cottonwood or 
)hone 635-6Oll. (CS-17July) 
ii 
SPECIAL 
1973 Ranchero Squire 
Brougham with gem top. 
Auto, P.S., P.B., 400 CID. 
26,000 miles. MUST BE 
SEEN TO BE AP. 
PRECIATED. Phone 635. 
3479. (Affn.25-06-79) 
.~i .~ 
1976 GM(~ V~ ton P.U. 22,500 
miles, auto, P.S., P.B. Phone 
635-2624. (CS-13July) 
, # 
• 5 9;': : MOBILE :::,!::!'/" 
MUST SELl.: I§73 Nor- 
western tr.a leri(12 foot x 50 
foot) 2 bedroom. Fu l ly /  
furnished with washer & 
School District No. 54 
J dryer. Includes additional 
room• (9~feet x 12 fee)) & 
covered porch. Locatoh on 
private land In Thornhlll. 
Must be seen to  be ap- 
preciated. Reasonable offer 
accepted. Phone 635.3637 
days, 638.1985 evenings. 
(Cffn.13.6~79) . . . . .  
1975 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. In excellent condition. 
Price for qulck sale et 
$13,000. View at No. 25 Pine 
Park Trailer Court or phone 
638.1347 after 5:30 p.m. (C4- 
13July) 
August 3, 1979. 
School; District No. 
(Smlthers) 
1977 International ,1200,250- P.O. Box 758, 
Detroit. 12513 transmission. 5mlthers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
' SSHD rear end, 55000 miles. Louis Schlbll, 
5thwhealsleeper.Alumlnum Maintenance Supervisor 
gravel box. Phone 635-2603. A4.11,12,13,16July) 
• (Ps-17July) 
INFO 
HEALTH 
WINDSOIt, 'Ont, (CPI - -  (~,essna 150 owned by a flying 
New Hay for sale. We deliver 
to Terrace area. Phone 846. (Smlthers) is planning to 
5334. (C10.13July) converl a number el Healing 
Systems from oil IO gas. Five .persons were killed 
2 reglste~'ed quarter. Ilorses. Any Firms inlerested In Tuesday •when two light 
Palamfno yearlings. One submitting proposals tor this airplanes collided in mid-air 
filly &'l  Gelding b~,'Peters are asked to contact the over east-end 
Lucky. Excellent show undersigned for further  scattering rubble across 10 
prospects. For more In- details; city blocks. 
formation call Berch Haven :Proposals and bids w i l l  No injuries were reported 
haveto be submitted no later on the ground. 
than 4:00 p.m., Friday, Citypol|ceandflreflghters 
DR. BOB YOUNG 
The lleraid, Wednesday, July It, 1979, Page;:l~l 
Five killed:in air: crash i! 
pianos covered 10 city blocks • into the ground," [ 
club in Windsor, was idea- by a tree and landed in the and additional parts were Many residents aid that 
tiffed as David Ross, 27, of backyard of. her neighbor, believed to have fallen into When they heard the ex~ 
Windsor. His. passenger, Mrs. Pare, dressed only in Lake St. Clair. plnslon their first thought# 
Windsor, described only as a 21-year- her housecoat, jumped o~er Two ministry in- were that Skylab had h~t 
old, has not been identified, ber back fence to look for vestigators were forced to their area. The U.S. spa~ 
A federal transport any survivors in the main t rave l  to Windsor from station is expected to r~ 
Toronto by car Tuesday enter the atmosphere toda$ 
because of poor visibility but its precise landing s i~  departme.nt spokesman said the Daverman plane.and the 
Cessna 150 collided over an 
area monitored by air traffic 
controllers in both Windsor 
and Dell'oil. 
The spokesman said the 
Canadian plane was in 
contact with Windsor tower 
but the twin-engine Cessna 
310 owned by Daverman was 
not. He said it may have 
been in  contact with the 
Detroit controllers, 
54 
The engine was deflected 
wretkage in an "adjacent 
field but found the plane a 
mass of flames. 
,,yon couldn't do 
anything" she said. 
All off-duty officers were 
called in to help city police 
and firefighters who were 
hampered by crowds of 
spectators who gathered at 
the crash site. 
Windsor Coroner. Ken 
Rock said two bodies were 
found off Dromar Street, 
found four b~,'ti~ and con- 
tinued the search for a fifth 
person, believed to be one of 
three persons aboard a 
Cessna 310 that left City 
Airport in Detroit, Mich. 
Officials of Daverman 
Associates Inc. of Grand 
' Rapids, Mich., identified the 
three as Harris Verschure, 
57, an architect with 
Daverman; Dewald Me- Diane Pare was having a bordering the Detroit River, 
Combs 55, a company pilot;' cup of tea in her backyard and two other bodies and 
and Roger Gust, owner, of when she • saw a flaming debris were found in a field 
Gust Construction Co. in engine and propeller hur- opposite the Windsor yacht 
Cedar Rapids, Mich.. fling toward her. t c lub. .  - • 
The ministry spokesman 
around Windsor Airport, the 
spokesman said. 
Traffic restrictions were 
imposed at the airport due to 
the visibility and the amount 
of .air traffic caused by 
helicopters earching th( 
area. 
The spokesman said was 
nothing llaking the crash 
with visibility. . 
Michael Dagley, an off- 
duty city police detective, 
said he saw one of the planes 
spiralling toward.him and 
his wife in their backyard. 
"It was coming straight 
for us," he' said. "The next 
unknown. 
"I was just having acu~,J)f 
coffee aod heard the ex- 
plosion," Helen Pistegnesi 
said. "Like everybody e~;~, I 
thought it was, Skylab. " 
Part of a burning, engine 
• fell in her yard and she an.d.'~ 
neighbour s child ~-  
tinguishod it with a ga~h 
hose. ~" :' 
Run Affleck, 14, was flying 
his b~cycle in his backyard 
when the era-h eceurred~. 
'he of the wings caught'flr~ 
and it started going dawfl~lt 
mund ed)lke a dead engin~ - 
it kept on crackling befoi'@it 
. 1.974 3 bedroom 24x62 Knight STAND 
doublewlde, situated on ~ TENDING 
acre landscaped lot at 'CON'rRACTS 
Copperslde Subdivision. Has 
vegetab le  garden ,  So;ted tenders for the 
greenhouse, smoke house, & following stand tending 
• shed. Excellent condfflon, contract(s) will be received 
Please call after 5 p.m. 635 .~ by the Reglonal. Manager, 
3014. (C10.23July) Ministry Of Forests, •Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
1973 12x56 Emhossey 2 shown below. 
bedroom mobile home. Set L Contract 5T1031.2-15 JS 
up & skirted.in 1railer par k. 
Partially furnished. In good 
condition. Phone 635-2777. 
(P5.12July) 
1970 Double wlde 3 bedroom 
furnished. Very .good con:' 
dltlon, well kept. $22,500.00. 
Phone 635.6715. (P!0.19July) 
I Knight Double wlde 24x56 
foot, New rugs, frldge, stove, 
hot water tank. Llke new 
condition. $22,500.00 offers. 
Phone 635.7848. (PS.11July) 
Well Kept 1970 12x50IMobile 
Home. 10x24 addition, acorn 
F.P. & Veranda, $10,S00.00 
Skirted & set up in trailer 
• park. Call after S p.m. 638- 
• 1072. (Ctfn.01.06-79) 
Glendale mobile home for 
sale. 12x66. Must be seen to 
I be appreciated, unfurnished. 
10x32 foot addition with 
bedroomattached, finished. 
For appelntment to view 
phone 635.7949, 63.5.9991. 
(P20.31July) 
& CR Located Crown Bridge 
Ranger District 16 Number 
• of hectares 13:5 Viewing date 
July 17th 1979, 4eaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub. 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
fenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
2. Contract 5T1031-216 JS 
Located Kitlmet River 
Ranger District 16 Number 
of hectares 6.2 Viewing 'date 
July 17th 1979, leaving 
Ranger Station at 9:00 s.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
t~dlng site prior to sub- 
mitring a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
teoders Is h30p.m. July 23rd. 
.1979. 
3. Contract STlO31-2.t7JS 
Located Branch 50 Ranger 
District 16 Number of hec. 
tares 18.0 Viewing date July 
17th 1979, Isavlng Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Viewing of the stand 
3 bedroom doublewlde for tending slte~ p rlor ~to 'sub~ 
sale. Located on large-treed ~|111h~,/f:'t6h~e~o"~-3~'t~ 
lot. Fireplace, 2 baths', on  contract Is mandatory. 
water system. Also large Deadline for receipt of 
workshop. Phone635-4246 for fendersls 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
appointment o view. (C20. 
301uly) 
For Sale: 12x50 mobile home 
and full length addition on V~ 
acre. 3 bdrms., dining rm., 
L.R. with fireplace. Fruit 
trees, berry bushes, garden, 
landscaped. Offers. 635.3271 
after 5 p.m. (stf.tfn) 
12x6e 3 bedroom trailer with 
related living room. I0x24 
addition. Set up In a Thor- 
nhill trailer park. Must be 
seen to be eppreclated. 638- 
1269 or 635.5075. (Pl0.2OJuly) 
1979. 
4. Contract 5TI031-2.18 JS 
Located Branch 55 Ranger 
District !6 Number of hec- 
tares 11.5 Viewing date July 
17th 1979, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
Note: Vtewlng of the stand 
• tendlng sffe prior to sub- 
miffing a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deedllne for recelpt of 
tenders Is 1:30 p.m. July 23rd 
1979. 
Tenders must be Sub- 
mlffed on the form and In the 
envelgpes supplleq whlch, 
wlth perflculars, may be 
1978 14x70 Manco M.H.. obtained from the Forest 
Unfurnished. set up 8¢ Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
skirted in local trailer park. from the Regional Manager, 
Phone 635-9736. (Ctfn-28-15- Ministry of Forests, Prince 
~m) Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
9V~ foot Vanguard camper, THE CANADA BRITISH 
$2,500 O.B.O. or deal on 8 COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
foot; Frldge, beat-rack, FOREST MANAGEMENT 
ladder• Phone 638.1698. (P1- AGREEMENT." 
11July) (A9.13July) 
1977-8 foot Security camper. 
Sleeps 5. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Asking S1700. 
Phone 638.1221 clays, 635.7467 
evenings.' (CS.17July) 
Why Rent? 
Completely camperlzed 26 
foot bus motor home. Sleeps 
5. Motor & fires In excellent 
condition. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.3692 
after 6. (C10-18July) 
H.T. tent trailer, sleeps 6, 
equipped with stove, frldge & 
furnace. Asking $1500.00. 
Phone 635.7042. (CS.11July) 
1968 V.W. Westfalla camper 
van. Rebuilt engine. Radials, 
new paint lob. Many other 
accesarles included. Phone 
635-6455. (P4-12July) 
For sale older tent trailer or 
Utility camping trailer. Well 
made pair of water sklls. 
Phone 638.1297. (P3.12July) 
For sale 1974 Hollldalre 
Travel Troller, 3 way frldge, 
stove, sleeps 6. Phone 632. 
4240. (C10-16July) 
1977 Skylark Iil11/3 foot,~ 
fully equipped 1974 Ford I i 
ton super camper special. I 
Like new. Will sel l l  
camper  separately. I 
Phone 635-3029. (pT- I 
17July) i 
STAND 
TENDING 
CONTRACTS 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will' be received 
by the Regional Manager, 
Ministry,of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
shown below. 
Contract ST103F.8-6 JS & 
RF Located Msude Ranger 
District 2 Number of hec- 
tares 46.3 Viewing date July 
23rd 1979, leaving Ranger 
Station at 9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the stand 
tending site prior to sub- 
mitring • •tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tendersls 1:30 p.m. July 30th 
1979. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form end in the 
envelopes supplied which, 
w i th  particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or  
from the Regional Manager, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. . 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
"THIS CALL FOR TENDER 
IS UNDER THE TERMS OF 
THE CANADA BRITISH 
COLUMBIA INTENSIVE 
FOREST MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT." 
(A10-20Ju/y) 
The microbiology 
laboratory has Withstood the 
test• of time as a necessary 
adjunct to good medical 
practice. Blood tests come' 
and go, and examination of
• serum and other body fluids 
has become automated in 
many labs. Identifying 
The pilot, of the second "I was pra~ng it wouldn't 
plane, a single-engine I land on me, she said. said wreckage from the two thing, it was going nose first crashed." I~ ~: ~ ,
pumping  ful l  p Re f ine  i ='  r es at s e 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  high or higher than for July barrel-a-day Strathcona Atlantic provinces to build metres for July. That 
Edmonton area refineries because of the anticipated refinery in the summer of fuel-oil inventories, compares with 0,~63,-7~n 
are operating at or near loss of synthetic crude 1976. A Shell Canada Ltd. June and 6,7107367.K i~  March -- the l~k  
germs requires a human capacity to meet he annual 
mind and eye. ' summer demand for 
Although techniques and. 
as part of a plan'to build fuel 
equipment .in bacteriology gasoline and diesel fuel and 
labs have also improved, the oil inventories inQuebec and 
basic first Step of 'planting' a the Atlantic provinces. : 
specimen of infected Oil company spokesmeh 
material on a plate of sterile said the increased emand• 
nutrient jelly or in a test ube for refined products, which 
of broth remains a hand normally peaks in July, is 
,operatibn. ' not related to any additional 
Many bacteria cause in- exports to the fuel-hungry 
fections, and rational United States. . 
treatment of the infected •. Alberta oil fields are being 
production from •one of 
Alberta's two oil-sands 
plants. 
The Great Canadian Oil 
Sands Ltd. plant, which 
normally' produces 45,000 
barrels a day, has been shut 
down for because of a fire in 
"the refinery area of its 
operation. Officials said re- 
sumptinn of production will 
depend on the availability of 
replacement parts for the 
plant. 
Two of the Edmomon area 
Glenn Rainbird, Im- 
periai's public affairs ad- 
viser in Edmonton, said the 
Strathcona refinery is being 
operated all out. 
Rainbird said Strathcona, 
which normally serves the 
Prairie provinces, is ship- 
ping products as far east as 
Thunder Bay, Ont. Gasoline, 
diesel fuel and fuel oil, 
delivered to Winnipeg by 
pipeline, is being shipped by 
truck and train into Northern 
Ontario. 
He said the eastward ex-" 
patient often requires that asked to produce 22 per cent 
the germ involved be more oil than they did in refineries, those operated by 
identified. The specimen 
may be collected from the 
surface of the body, as is the 
case when a nose or throat 
swab is taken. 
'A needle and syringe will 
be ~-required to obtain 
u)a[erial if fan abscess has, 
fbrmed :or. if, the blood is 
thought to be infected. 
Special collection methods 
are Used to get possibly 
pansion into a market area 
normally served by Im- 
perlal's Sarnia refinery is 
allowing Sarnia to serve 
markets normally served by 
Montreal refineries. Man-: 
treal production is being di- 
verted to Quebec and the 
infected urine or sputum. 
Once collected the 
material is taken to the 
July, 1978. Production rates Texaco Canada Inc. and Gulf 
wuthorized by Alberta's Canada Ltd., normally 
energy resources con- operate at or near capacity 
servatioh beard call for flow during the summer months. 
rates equalling those of peak But the Edmonton area 
levels last winter, has had surplus production 
Crude oil demand for ,capacity since Imperial Oil 
August is expected to be as Ltd. opened its 145,o00. 
French sa id  at fault 
encouraging the use of operations in line with the MONTREAL (CP) --  It's 
laboratory. Transporting these hard-headed English 
fluids are available to keep businessmen in Quebec who 
the germs alive until they have been doing all the 
can be cultured Jar grown) ~heefing about Bill 101, right? 
on a nutrient material, Wrong, says a man who 
usually, in-. auI incubator.. :at s~o~d~now, it',s tbei~l~ench~ 
bodyitempei'ature. :: exe~fi~ie'wh~ has i~  sI6W ~ 
. If 'the original material to ensure the predominance 
of his own language in his 
company. 
Richard Male, former 
president of the Association 
of Francization Counsellors, 
says F-reach-speaking 
executives are the leas t  
receptive to even minor 
changes required by the law, 
such as the introduction of 
French technical manuals 
and proper French ter- 
minology. 
His group has interviewed 
Quebec businessman during 
the last two years in an at- 
tempt o gauge their feelings 
about he drive to expand the 
use of French in the in- 
dustry. 
"We've found the 
resistance t'o change among 
some francophonea is really. 
• quite tenacious," he Says. 
MaWs association was 
established arly in 1977, and 
Finally the bacteriologist today groups about 145 
is able to test the sensitivity counsellors employed by 
of the germ in question to large Quebec companies. 
manY antibiotics in the The eouns'ellors work with 
iaboratory .  Ant ib iot ic  company francization corn- 
resistance is common, and mittaes to implement he 
was infected and growth 
takes place, germ colonies 
will appear in a day or two. 
Some germs, .such as 
tuberculosis, may take as 
long as eight weeks to grow. 
Sometimes more than one 
type of bacteria will be 
present in the culture• Each 
colony is then spread on a 
glass 'microscope slide and 
stained with various 
solutions before being 
examined and identified• 
The identity of some bac- 
teria can be determined by 
many other tests which 
gradually zero in on the 
culprit. 
When the germ is known 
the appropriate antibiotic 
can be chosen and treatment 
started. Often an antibiotic 
has already been used, and if 
it is shown to be the incorrect 
one it is changed. 
• knowing 'that the germ 
causing the infection being 
treated is sensitive to (or 
killed by) a specific an-  
tibiotic makes precise 
• treatment possible. 
into l{calthisa service of 
this newspaper and .the 
• British' Columbi'i~ Medical 
Association• 
regulations of Bill 101, the 
Charter of the French 
Language. 
The charter has succeeded 
in changing the' flavor of 
Montreal streets. Billboards, 
bus ads and commercial 
signs, even in deepestl 
darkest Westmount, are 
posted in French. But ironS, 
cally, the real hattie has 
been waged further east, ~ 
the offices, stores and fac- 
tories managed and owned 
by francophones.. 
"At first, the people who 
worked for the language 
services of a company were 
often seen as separatists, or 
Prepared by Ihe Americm just government employees 
Society o[ Chartered Life who didn't really work for ' 
Underwriters, lhc nolional the firm," Male says. 
society of  life insurm!ce pro . .  Thus much of their initial 
fessibnals who Imve earned work • was as public relations 
the CLU designalion by people. 
sealing high educational. Francizatton of a cam- 
ethical sad experience re. puny, to conform wpthhtbe 
qairemenls, rules of the Office de la 
' Langue Franeaiso -- th~ 
Q. My cousin has a chronic government body charged 
disease. It's underIcontrol and with implementing the 
he leads, t,ssentially, a normal charter -- entails assuring 
life, hut no sun, cure is that French.Vanadians can 
known, l'w, heard hla insur- work freely in French and 
anc*~ company elassil'ied him that the internal operations 
as a substandard risk. Does 0f the company don't deter 
that !n(,an ha eJn't get life the hiring or promotion of 
insurance'.; 
A.' Not necessariiy. Most French-quebecers. 
people so classil'ied can still For many Quebec corpo- 
be ihsured tf they pa.v higher rations -- traditionally 
premium rates, it might also owned by the English; with 
be a good idea" for your the French forming the 
cousin to cheek ()tit a few workforce - -  it is the 
more insurance companies, culmination of a major eva- 
What's a substandard isk for lution. 
some. may he' standard' fur "ltalso mea~ having a lot 
others, of material translated, 
• cor rect  te rmino logy ,  law. 
retraining, and in some 
cases even re-teaching .But companies with good 
French to franc~0nes," reasons for a delay will be 
Maloexplains. granted one, says Gilles 
The  official deadline f~ Racine, the communications 
this maii~mbthtask 1~ Dec', 7~" director of the office. ' 
1981, but the representatives 
of the Office stress they will But so far, there has been 
be flexible, almost no need for ex- 
Twelve months after tensions. The office reports 
becoming eligible for a that288ofQuebec's291firms 
provisional francization with more than 500 em- 
certificate, the firm must ployees have met the initial 
submit aplan for bringing its requirements of the Charter. 
CANADA 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the Prated, listed below, 
addressed to the Dist;'lct N~nager, Prince George 
District, Department of Indian and Inu!t.Affalrs, 209 • 
250 Victoria Street, Prince George, B.C. V2L 4X3, and 
endorsed with the prelect name will be received until 
the speclfed closing time and date. 
Tender Documents can be obtained from the above 
' noted Department of Indian Affa;Irs, Vancouver Office 
(1,1th Floor, Pacific Centre) or Prince George District 
Office, 209. 280 Victoria Street, Prince Geor0e, V.C. 
V2L 4X3 on payment of applicable deposit. 
Tender Documents may also be vlewed at construction 
associations in the following locations: 
Vancouver, Burnaby, Prince George, 
Terrace, Smlthers 
PROJECT 
Prelect No. 30900. 
Construction of approximately 100 meters of pre- 
Insuleted force main, 212 meters of sewer main, 210 
meters of house service, 3 manholes, one 28000 Iltre 
spetlc tank-life station with associated components and 
one 548 sq. meter above ground disposal field. 
LOCATION: The works In this contract are located at 
Omlneca I.R. No. 10.10A, known aS Decker Lake,  
located 8 .kin West of Burns Lake, B.C. 
Closing Date: 3:00 p.m. (POT) 3 August, 1979. 
Deposit: $50.00 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Deposit for Plans and Specifications must be made In 
the form of a CERTIFIED BANK CHEQUE to the 
order of the Receiver General for Canada and will be 
refunded on return of the documents prepaid end in 
good condition within one month of tender opening 
date. 
To be considered, each tender musl be submitted on 
the forms provided by the Dep~, tmeet according to the 
conditions set 10rth therein rind must be accompanied 
by the security'speclfled on the lender documents. 
The lowest or any tender will a. necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
, /~ Ier  Savlll 
, -,el Manager 
Department Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development, 
Prince George District 
I  YOUil LIFE INSURAHCE 
spokesman said the com- 
pany's Vancouver 'area production level, so.far ~Is 
refinery, along with other year . . . .  i ~  ~  • 
Lower Mainland B.C. The board's maximum 
• refineries, arealso perating production authoriza(ibh, 
at or near capacity, as is based on demand .wqt~l 
Shell's small Bowden permi t  productiofi :..of 
refinery north of Calgary. 1,322,200 barrels a ~iay 
• . Gordon Docken, Gulf's compared with 1,077,300 
Prairie refining manager, barrels a day in July, I~8. 
said the company's Ed- I 
monton refinery is producing SFEClALIZED LIGHTf,Hqj 
up to 55,000 barrels a day of 
gasoline, along withhw I Experienced sales persOq-'to's 
gange of other products. I se I our exclu|Ive Ionger.[If~ 
I l i ght ing  products  to ' in . "  
Texaco has announced I dustrish Institutional end 
plans tohinerease the I commercial accounts. Ag.9. 
capacity of its Edmonton I m barrier, car necessery.. 
I H ighest  commin lons  plM~ ~ 
refinery to 24,000 barrels o[ I weekly. Best Incentive: 
gasoline a day. I program In the industry. I 
The conservation board I Protected accounts. This Is I our 31st year In Canada and 
has authorized production of I our bntl For Immedi{~te 
crude oil and condensate ata I octlonphonel.416-33S-9221,.~r~ 
I w'ite LIohtmsstsr, Box $6,' 
rate of 6,786,151.7 cubic I Burlington, ontario. L~R= 
| 3X8. 
• '..! :, 
t ' "  !~ 
~='=-"~. TWO • 
To organize ancl set up women's access coun. 
selling facilities In Hazelton and Prince Rupert. 
Duties will Include group and Individual career 
educational and vocational counsalllng, 
organizing workshops, developing community 
contacts and community awareness o! programs 
for women. 
Term of Employment:. Approximately six 
months. 
Qualifications: 
. Demonstrated counselling skills. 
• Related training. 
• Knowledge of local area. 
Salary will be based on qualifications and ex. 
perlence and be according to the faculty union 
scale. 
Applicants must be prepared to use own car on 
expense account basis. 
Applications accompanied by a complete 
resume should be made by July 15, 1979, to: 
Bert Seines 
Counsellor 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
• Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. 
- -v~.v -  . . v . . .~  ~.v  ~ov . . . . j  
required for mentally handicapped •~ 
children with multiple health 
problems. Special maintenance " 
j .  
rates will be paid. ~ 
Ht For further information contact ,f 
635-2283.or apply at Ministry of I' ' ' :  
Human Resources, 4506 Lakelse ~-:, 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. ;) 
@ Province of British Columbia Ministry of Human ReSources i~ 
Hen. Grace M. McCartl~y 
Minister ,:~ t
~ = 11 T IIIF 
, 
•! 
J! 
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No Brotherhood 
In HER Brother 
By Abigail  Van Buren 
~' 1~7S by Gltlcago Tribune.N.Y. News Synd. Inc[ 
DEAR ABBY: I have been miserable and depressed for 
the last seven months--ever since my only brother wrote 
me out of his life. 
The reason is still unbelievable. After eight years of mar- 
riage and no children, my husband and I adopted a beautiful 
baby girl. My brother and his wife were her g~lparents and 
seemed so happy for us. 
A few months later my brother told my husband that he 
wanted nothing more to do with us because our baby is of a 
different heritage than ours. She is Mexican. We are of 
Swedish and Irish descent. 
I could not believe it, so I phoned my brother. He hung up 
on me as soon as he heard my voice. We haven't spoken 
since. His wife, who was like a sister to me?agrees with my 
brother's thinking and will have nothing to do with us. 
Abby, he is my only brother and we were so close. We 
were not raised with hate and prejudice. I cannot imagine 
what has come over him. In years to come, how do I explain 
to my child that the only aunt and uncle she has don't want 
to know her-or  us? 
My husband and I do" not speal¢ of this. i want so 
desperately totalk to my brother, and resume friendly rela- 
tions with him. What can I do to change his outlook? Or am I 
hoping for something that is uu~, of reach7 
BROKENHEARTED SISTER 
DEAR SISTER: Your brother'and his wife have shown 
themselves tobe despicable characters, unworthy of your 
frlendsblp. (Maybe they've both flipped their iids.) in any 
case, Judging from their behavior toward you, and par- 
tieularly their reason for it, 1 advise you to let him know 
that if he should ever recover from his "sickness" to let you 
know. In the meantime, write him off--and good riddance. 
DEAR ABBY: Wby is it that people who don't work 
always choose the lunch hour to do their shopping? 
Our town is not very large. The noon hour congestion 
around the few shopping places we have is absolutely 
unreall 
We working people MUST shop on our lunch hour. Park- 
ing places at that time are almost impossible to find. When 
we do get into the stores, we find them crowded with little 
old ladies and non-working mothers with small kids. 
Abby, is it asking too much of those folks who have all day 
to shop to reschedule their shopping time? 
FRUSTRATED ! N RUSSEL,LVILLE, ARK, 
DEAR FRusTiiATi~D'. IN;. You have a legitimate gripe. 
And may I suggest that those who can do their BANKING 
at another 'time please do so? 
DEAR ABBY: I used to think you made up some of the let- 
ters in your column. I just couldn't believe that people could 
be so dumb, Now here I am, with a problem so unreal it 
sounds like a soap opera plot. I am 23 and have been married 
for five weeks to Joe, a swell guy I've known for a year. This 
is my second marriage. I have three small children. 
Joe never mentioned that he 'had been married before. 
Now I find out that he has been married twice and has five 
kidsl His mother is taking care of them. I found out only 
yesterday and I am ready for a nervous breakdown. When I
told Joe I kn~w about be five kids, be said he was relieved 
since he didn't know how much longer he could keep it from 
me-and, as long as I knew, would I mind taking his five kids 
to raise since his mother was in very poor health.* 
Abby, I'm a night-shift waitress. I have enough with my 
own three. I can't raise eight kids. All the love I had for Joe 
is dead. Do I have grounds for divorce? 
SHOCKED IN RENO 
DEAR SHOCKED: Talk to I 'lawyer. You might even 
have f~rounds for an annulment. 
OIW, lit*,,l~l ~ 
"Broakfa~ in bed, your maledy." 
'. • , : ,  - ; , . ,  
• . : . , :  .'.;:::.~,;:~,?,,.';:,;~:;?~[~ ~ ~ "  !]~-:;~~. :.• ,  .-.. .. . 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake :'i".,' " ' " . .  
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY U, 1979' 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T4~"~ .
Capitalize on ereatiHty. 
Shared interests with loved 
ones bring pleasure. Social ife' 
with friends has ups and 
downs. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to MaY 20) ~f~J~ 
A bugy day with both home 
and career  interests 
• demanding attention. Cureful 
planning allows you to make 
progress on both fronts. 
ACROSS , =sesame 
I Nocturnal • 55 Locatinn 
creature 
i l r~  
? Conte~ 
11 Lily plant 
13 wing 
• 14 Filament 
15 Zola novel 
4 Joke 
5 Exclamation 
56 Primates 6 Italian 
Crude metal" • staple 
~8 Stupefy ? London 
59 Baseball location 
. great 8 Paddle 
gO Cincinnati 9 Abyss 
player 10 Before 
16 Prq.p~m. e ' 6lOne of the 
17 Co~ Caesars 
Jo l~n DOWN 
18 Dlmlnutlve IProhibits 
Z~ Agitate . l Ancient 
Z~ Social Syria 
• .gatberjng, 3Edibleflsh 
24 Carnal". ' . Avg. solut 
Z8 B rooks~ 
12 Chflstisn 
emblem 
19 Meadow 
21 Miss' 
Claire 
23 Danish 
county 
l tion time: Z7 mln. 
Measure of i 
distance i 
River in Asia ~ 
Leases 
28 Food.fish 
29 Indian 
, weight 
30 Check 
31 Eat the 
evening 
meal 
-~ Dress coin . 
edges 
° 38 New: comb. 
form 
40 Forty winks 
Machine 
part 
, - -  . . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I 
1 i2  3 
I1. 12 
15 
18 
I1111 t11I= 
28 29 3O. 
33 
37 
41 
NNN" 
50 51 52 
59 
I 
~ 4 5 6 ~ 7  
! t  tt f"  
11 '° t i "  
19 I 20 21. " 
23 ~ 24 . ' 
3~. ~32 
~34 35' ~3s  
38 ~ 39 40 
42 ~ ~3 
CR~TOQUIP 
) 
GEMINI  . . ,~ .  
,(May 21 to Ju~e 20)~ "~ 
Unusual par[nership accord 
enables you to make an ira. 
pertant decision. Don't get 
distracted or disor'ganlzed by 
scattering energies. 
cANCER 
(June 21to July.22) 
Don't be pressed into 
making a flnanclal decision 
until you're ready -- which 
should be somewhat later in 
the day. Opportunity abmmds, 
LEO 
(July 23 to Aug722)~ 
The accent is on partnership 
Soft copal 
Tends the 
garden . 
34 I~rge cask 
Sate 
37 Strang e 
39 A chela 
41 BMi. erina " 
43 Plkellke finl 
M Mansard 
or gabl e 
Force ; 
50"~mi,: 
6.4 
45 Ignite 
47 Mental 
faculties 
48 Case for 
small 
articles 
49 Tear 
50 Radio 
amateur 
51 WWH org. 
5Z Ruler of 
Tunis 
5{ Guided 
• 9 10 
• o.oO., °o,o/.,..,,.-o,o,~ 
 lliiii!iiiiiii::iiiiiiii 
"t 
47, 48 49 
MNJAHACP BTOCP JTGIN  P .GCGH-  
ME EB.  N IOSB TSGN 
Saturday's cryPtoquip -- SLICK DANCER CLICKED HER 
TINY CASTANETS TO ROMANTIC RHYTHMS. 
Today's Cr~toqulp clue: I equals T
Tile Cryptuliulp is a slmille ,lubtititution cipher in which •each 
letter used stands for another. If you tldnk that X equals O, it 
• will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an' apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
4., 1919 King Features Synd|cale, Iflc. 
61 "¸ ' .  
6-4 
affairs and romantic in. ' 
terests, but don't let too much ~  :.  ZING SPIDERMAN ByStan Lee and John Romi.ta time together Wear on your., .,: L.,.;=~: i ., ~.,.b,.~!'l~:'/~:,.'.;. : .  • • :, ' 
nerves. Pace youi'self. • .  ::" d:.)?~: ~,~.;:.~i~,?,~.,,..,i7.:.~ . . . . . . . . . . .  
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) CAN FINP tt~-,P. J J  ..L _ ~ ~ ,4 /Or~/N~,  I~-~[~[ cu~.  ~ ~  " 
worknow, aslong asyoudon't 5ti~N ,e~, ]/m~" ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  "'~'fZ~ "= J ~2 ~ ~?~ ]i)J ~I=.=,~"~'~ J~ l~ i l t t l IW=f /~ 
rely too heavily on others. For ~ ¢~0.~/~.. ~'~ ~, -~~N' ; /T~ ~ 'G!d :~ . "~ ~|~/H~'STL~?N,~X~I~] '~ 
• ~. .~, , ,~ ,~ _~v~ T , ~.,~i~ /,,,,'~\~/@' ~ ~  l?  ~ / , M  ~: /~2 ~'F,I,~/F'/~"'.. ~,&~,~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Mgt.~'~ ~ ; . • GO ~. 
Friends you don't party ~--~-..~'i~, nil, ,~....~.~D -lr~A.~ A~ i~-~i:~, ~ I . ,71~i f~ l ,~ ,4~I t  -,.T,i,/.# 
A fun-filled day, providing you ~(~l  ~ ~ t 0 ~ ~ - ~ '  , , ~ , ~  ~ ~ ~ ! 
overdo.Watch finances and don't ~ ~L~'~ ~ m ~ l  ~ ) ~ - ~ 1 ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ }  
SCORPIO ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_.~, . I ,~ | i~~ , ~ ~ - - ~  
(Oct. 23 to NOv. 21) 
CATFISH By Roger Boilen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID ' By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart i! 
r~V~I~-~Ar-C_.,AI~... ] [ . . . .A~~ ~F, WAgp,~N I
I L . . . . .  _.J 
I 
By Johnny Hart 
Confusing financial matters 
at a distance, but a greater 
accent on domestic matters. 
Talks with superiors lead to 
financial gain. 
SAGmrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Joint finances 1'equlre 
realistic appraisal. Be sure to 
keep appointments and follow 
through on promises -  
otherwise, potential mixups. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Morning hesitancy about 
financial matters is followed 
by clear thinking lair .  Advice 
you receive is worthwhile and 
encouraging. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
Early differences with close 
ones will be resolved later in 
the day. A talk clears the air 
and results in an important 
decision, 
PISCES 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) ,v~.  
A duty vs. escapism mood 
interferes with progress. Be 
alert and capitalize on a 
favorable work opportunity. 
Forget about small slights. 
B.C. 
II 
DOQNESBURY 
yavcAum ~,7/~. 
I de~, .N~/  , " "  
"O~I.IFORVIA~' / ~=~ 
~,ff~A6~V 
I/F,A. Z~ 6/1~ HIM 
A P,//U~ r-~3M 7He 
• o f f~ ~o~/ .  
By 
~ASOOrmr~, la~L,, 
Garry Trudeau" 
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